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Abstract  

Title of Dissertation: Topics in Medicare Prescription Drug Enrollment in the Low-
Income Subsidy Population 

Franklin B. Hendrick, Doctor of Philosophy, 2016 

Dissertation Directed by: Dr. Bruce C. Stuart, Professor, Department of Pharmaceutical 
Health Services Research 

 In Medicare Part D, random assignment and potential yearly reassignment to 

premium-free stand-alone prescription drug plans (PDPs) is the default plan enrollment 

option for low-income subsidy (LIS) recipients. Randomization can cause medication 

access issues, but the impacts on medication use remain unclear because those who 

choose plans have not been separately examined. Medicare Advantage prescription drug 

plans (MAPDs) and tailored dual eligible Special Needs Plans (D-SNPs) have financial 

incentives to improve the medication adherence of Medicare-Medicaid dual eligibles 

compared to Medicare fee-for-service (FFS), but this relationship has not been assessed. 

 The study used 2006-2009 Medicare administrative data and a customized dataset 

that differentiated plan election types.  

 In aim 1, 29,784 LIS recipients assigned in 2007 were followed for three years and 

only 26% became choosers, with half selecting MA plans. PDP choosers appeared sicker 

and had higher Part D costs than non-choosers. In contrast, MA enrollees had fewer 

chronic conditions and lower costs than non-choosers. Choosers’ plans covered more 

drugs than non-choosers’ plans. 

 In aim 2, medication use and costs were compared among 28,610 statin users who 

either accepted or opted out of reassignment. Cross-sectional and difference-in-

differences (DID) regression models examined changes in statin use and costs. Compared 

to reassignees, the 7.6% who opted out were less likely to discontinue (-0.8%) and switch 
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statins (-7.0%) and exhibited relative increases over time in brand name use (6.8%) and 

30-day fill costs to Medicare ($2.82) and plans ($3.23). 

 In aim 3, drug adherence with statins and angiotensin-converting enzyme 

inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (ACEIs/ARBs) was compared for samples of 

dual eligibles enrolled in FFS, MAPDs, and D-SNPs over 24 months, including 

subsamples who switched from FFS to managed care. Analyses included cross-sectional 

and DID regressions. Drug adherence was slightly higher among managed care dual 

eligibles when compared to FFS dual eligibles, but a percentage of those switching from 

FFS experienced disruptions in use.  

 In conclusion, few randomized LIS recipients choose their own plans. Opting out of 

reassignment has minimal impact on statin adherence and costs. Additional safeguard 

policies are needed for dual eligibles switching from FFS to Medicare managed care.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 A signature element of the Medicare Part D prescription drug program is the help 

afforded to beneficiaries with low incomes and limited assets through the low-income 

subsidy (LIS) program. The LIS provides multiple levels of benefits, but all recipients 

receive substantially reduced Part D premiums and cost sharing. One of the less 

appreciated aspects of the LIS is the vastly different Part D plan enrollment policies faced 

by LIS recipients and non-LIS beneficiaries.  

 In contrast to non-LIS beneficiaries who must choose their own Part D plans, the 

default plan enrollment option for LIS recipients is placement by the Centers for 

Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). CMS randomly assigns new LIS recipients not 

currently enrolled in Part D plans to stand-alone prescription drug plans (PDPs) with 

premiums below the calculated average among plans in their PDP Region (so-called 

benchmark PDPs). A subset of LIS recipients are also randomly reassigned by CMS to 

new benchmark PDPs on January 1st of each year, because their previously assigned 

PDPs lost benchmark status. The benefits of random assignment and reassignment are 

premium-free enrollment for nearly all LIS recipients and equitable distribution of 

financial risk across the benchmark PDPs in a given PDP Region. 

On the other hand, random assignment has the potential to disrupt some aspects of 

medication therapy with potential downstream impacts.  Several studies have found that 

the randomization process can assign LIS recipients to plans that do not cover their 

medications or restrict access through the use of utilization management tools. Studies of 

beneficiary-centric assignment – assignment that takes into account the LIS recipient’s 

prior medication use – have identified the potential to improve formulary matching rates 
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and medication cost reductions  for the Medicare program and beneficiaries when 

compared to randomization. In contrast, other reports have found that the formulary 

matching rates from beneficiary-centric reassignment and random reassignment are not 

substantially different, and that random reassignment has minimal effects on medication 

use and health outcomes and Thus, the impacts of randomization on medication 

adherence and health outcomes remain unclear. Furthermore, most of the prior research 

has not been able to distinguish randomized LIS recipients from those who chose their 

own Part D plans (so-called choosers) during any month through a Special Enrollment 

Period (SEP). With the experiences and outcomes of choosers having yet to be examined, 

the evaluation of the randomization enrollment policy remains incomplete. 

Also, the overwhelming majority of LIS recipients who are dually eligible for 

Medicare and at least some Medicaid benefits have received substantial attention from 

policymakers in recent years because of their poor health and high costs to both 

programs. The uncoordinated and fragmented care received by dual eligibles in the 

Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) and Medicaid programs has long been blamed for these 

outcomes. Medicare Advantage prescription drug plans (MAPDs) have the financial 

incentive to improve the care received by dual eligibles and the ability to meaningfully 

alter service delivery because they offer both medical and prescription drug coverage. A 

special type of MAPD called a dual eligible Special Needs Plan (D-SNP) is further 

expected to improve the quality of care provided to dual eligibles by focusing on care 

coordination and integrating Medicare and Medicaid services and benefits. Whether dual 

eligibles receive better quality care in MAPDs and D-SNPs when compared to the 

Medicare FFS setting remains uncertain.  
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 This dissertation further evaluates the Part D plan enrollment policies of the LIS 

population and examines the medication impacts of LIS recipients’ plan choices. I follow 

assigned LIS recipients to determine how many remain randomized and become 

choosers, and compare the characteristics of these beneficiaries and their plan choices. I 

then examine the impacts of the chooser decision on medication adherence and costs in 

the specific context of statin users accepting or opting out of random reassignment. 

Finally, I investigate the effect MAPDs and D-SNPs have on dual eligibles’ medication 

adherence when compared to the Medicare FFS setting among statin and angiotensin-

converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers (ACEIs/ARBs) users. The 

specific aims of the dissertation are as follows: 

 

Aim 1: To examine the Part D plan enrollment patterns of assigned LIS recipients and 

compare the individual and contextual characteristics of choosers and non-choosers and 

their plans. 

Aim 2: To examine the statin use and costs of LIS recipients who accept and opt out of 

random reassignment. 

Aim 3: To compare statin and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin 

receptor blockers medication adherence for dual eligibles enrolled in Medicare 

Advantage and Medicare fee-for-service.  

 

 The rest of the text is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the 

Medicare Part D prescription drug program and the LIS benefit. Chapter 3 discusses the 

economic theory surrounding insurance demand and applies the theory to the situation of 
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LIS recipients choosing their own Part D plans. Chapter 4 presents a broad review of the 

literature that is relevant to my dissertation aims. Each of the chapters 5 through 7 is a 

manuscript corresponding to one the three study aims. A summary of the conclusions is 

presented in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2: Background 

 The background chapter begins with a description of the Medicare Part D program 

followed by details on LIS eligibility and benefits. The subsequent sections describe Part 

D plan enrollment policies for the LIS population as well as MAPDs and D-SNPs.  

2. A. The Medicare Part D program  

 The Medicare Part D program is a voluntary outpatient prescription drug benefit that 

went into effect on January 1st, 2006. In 2014, around 70% of eligible Medicare 

beneficiaries were enrolled in a Part D plan. 1 The Part D benefit is administered through 

private PDPs and MAPDs and financed through federal subsidies and beneficiary 

premiums. The Part D benefit is composed of four ‘phases,’ differentiated by the level of 

beneficiary cost-sharing responsibility. For the defined standard benefit in 2010, 

beneficiaries were responsible for a deductible amount of $310, followed by a 

coinsurance percentage of 25% until the initial coverage threshold of $2,830 in total drug 

costs, then 100% of total drug costs (so-called donut hole) until the catastrophic coverage 

threshold of $6,440, and then 5% of costs in the catastrophic phase. Legislation in the 

Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 is gradually phasing out the donut 

hole through 2020, at which time beneficiaries will be responsible for 25% of total drug 

costs. 

         Part D plans are required to offer a benefit that is at least equal to the value of the 

defined standard benefit, but most use a cost-sharing structure other than the 25% 

coinsurance rate found in the defined standard benefit. Most plans use a tiered cost-

sharing structure with lower copays and coinsurance on generics and preferred brand-

name drugs. In 2012, the most common tiered formulary structures were either a 4- or 5-
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tiered formulary, with the difference an additional non-preferred generic tier (preferred 

generics, non-preferred generics, preferred brand name drugs, non-preferred brand name 

drugs, and a specialty tier). 2 Around 91% of PDPs and 96% of MA-PDs used one of 

these two formulary structures in 2012. 2 Other elements of plan design such as enhanced 

coverage (e.g. assistance in the coverage gap or lower deductible), formulary coverage, 

and utilization management rules differ greatly across plans.  

 The annual process to determine the premium amount plan enrollees must pay begins 

with plans submitting bids to CMS that reflect the expected costs for a Medicare 

beneficiary of average health related to the basic portion of their benefits, plus 

administrative costs after deducting expected federal reinsurance subsidies. After 

receiving all of the plans’ bids in early June, CMS calculates a nationwide average bid 

and sets a base premium. Beneficiaries must pay the base premium plus any positive 

difference between their plan’s bid and the nationwide average bid. The monthly national 

average bid and base premium were $75.88 and $32.42, respectively, for the 2014 

calendar year. CMS also calculates the regional threshold amount, or benchmark, for 

each PDP Region. The benchmark is calculated as the enrollment weighted average 

premium across all Part D plans operating in the PDP Region. 

2. B. Low-income subsidy (LIS) eligibility requirements and benefits 

 The LIS (also called Extra Help) provides various levels of Part D premium and 

cost-sharing assistance to beneficiaries based on meeting certain income and asset 

criteria. Using 2012 information, the eligibility requirements for the full premium subsidy 

(i.e. premium free enrollment in benchmark plans) are an income at or below 135% of the 

Federal Poverty Level (FPL) and assets at or below $7,280.00 for individuals and 
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$10,930.00 for married couples. Full premium subsidy eligible individuals are not 

responsible for a deductible and their cost sharing is limited to modest copays for generic 

and brand name medications that depends on their dual eligibility status, place of 

residency (nursing home or community), and income and asset levels. Beneficiaries with 

incomes in the 135% to 150% of the FPL range and assets that range from $7,280.01 to 

$12,140.00 for individuals and $10,930.01 to $24,250.00 for married couples qualify for 

a partial premium subsidy that covers 25%, 50%, 75%, or 100% of the benchmark. 

Partial premium subsidy eligible individuals are responsible for a $65.00 deductible and 

pay a 15% coinsurance for their generic and brand name drugs until meeting the cost 

threshold for the catastrophic phase, at which point they only pay at maximum $2.50 for 

generics and $6.50 for brands. For both full and partial subsidy eligible individuals, 

Medicare covers the difference if the plan’s cost-sharing amount is above the LIS copay 

or cost-sharing rate.  

 Beneficiaries can either be ‘deemed’ eligible for the LIS or they have to separately 

apply for the subsidy. Three groups of Medicare beneficiaries are automatically ‘deemed’ 

eligible for the full premium subsidy and do not have to separately apply: 1) beneficiaries 

enrolled in Medicare Savings Programs (MSPs) who receive Medicare Parts A and B 

premiums and cost sharing support from their state Medicaid programs (partial dual 

eligibles), 2) beneficiaries enrolled in Medicaid, who in addition to Medicare Parts A and 

B premium and cost sharing support, are also eligible for comprehensive Medicaid 

benefits such as long-term care support and services (full dual eligibles), and 3) 

supplemental security income (SSI-only) recipients. In 2010, around 8.1 million of the 

total 9.6 million LIS recipients fell into the ‘deemed’ category. 3 The remaining 1.5 
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million LIS recipients applied through the Social Security Administration (SSA) and 

were determined to be eligible by meeting certain income and asset criteria for either the 

full or partial premium subsidy.3 

2. C. Part D plan enrollment policies for LIS recipients 

2. C. 1. Initial random assignment 

 Medicare beneficiaries who become LIS eligible are automatically enrolled in the 

Part D program and randomly assigned by CMS to benchmark PDPs operating in their 

PDP Region. New LIS recipients who are already enrolled in Part D plans are not eligible 

for assignment and remain enrolled in their chosen Part D plans.a The random assignment 

process begins with LIS recipients receiving a notification letter that provides the 

effective enrollment date and information about the plan (name, phone number, and 

website). The effective enrollment date differs for full dual eligibles who were first 

eligible for Medicare then became Medicaid eligible and other LIS recipients. The 

effective enrollment date for the former group will be retroactive to their Medicaid 

application date. For all other LIS recipients, the effective enrollment date is the first day 

of the second month after CMS identifies the person as eligible for random assignment. 

The retroactive effective enrollment date policy for the subset of full dual eligibles who 

were first Medicare then Medicaid eligible was changed in 2010 by enrolling these 

individuals into the Limited Income NET contractor for the retroactive time periods. 

Subsequently, all plan assignments as of 2010 have prospective enrollment dates.  

                                            
a There are several other groups of LIS recipients who are not eligible for assignment including those: 1) 
residing in any of the five US territories or other countries, 2) incarcerated in a correctional facility, 3) 
enrolled in MA only plans, and 4) enrolled in section 1876 cost plan that offers a Part D optional 
supplemental benefit. Individuals in group 3 will be enrolled by the MA organization to MAPDs or PDPs 
they offer. Individuals in group 4 will be auto-enrolled in the cost plan’s Part D optional supplemental 
benefit. 
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The pattern of random assignments is heavily skewed towards the beginning of the 

Part D program when full dual eligibles transitioned their prescription drug coverage 

from the Medicaid program to the Medicare program. A much smaller number of LIS 

recipients are randomly assigned each month as they become eligible for the LIS and 

meet the criteria for assignment.  

 2. C. 2. Random reassignment  

 CMS randomly reassigns a subset of full premium subsidy eligible individuals to 

new benchmark PDPs at the beginning of each calendar year because their previously 

assigned PDP lost benchmark status. There are no limits on the number of times an LIS 

recipient can be reassigned. During the study time period, LIS recipients affected by 

reassignment received a notification letter around mid-October that included the name 

and contact information of the reassignment plan. In 2011, CMS began including the 

contact information for benchmark PDPs operating in the recipient’s PDP Region in the 

reassignment notification letter. 4 CMS also began sending out a “Reassign Formulary 

Notice” in the month of December right before reassignment that highlights the 

formulary differences between the current and reassignment plan with respect to the 

individual's drug regimen and a description of the individual's appeal and grievance 

rights. 4 On January 1st, 2010, around 15% of all LIS recipients enrolled in PDPs were 

reassigned because their assigned 2009 PDP lost benchmark status in 2010.3 

Reassignment rates increased steadily over the beginning years of the Part D 

program as the number of available benchmark PDPs declined. From 2007 to 2010, the 

number of benchmark PDPs declined significantly from 640 plans to 307.3 In fact, only 

65 of the original 409 benchmark PDPs offered in 2006 retained benchmark status 
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through 2010.3 Reassignment rates also vary across PDP regions because of differences 

in benchmark PDP availability. In 2010, reassignment rates ranged from as high as 55% 

in Nevada to as low as 1% in Arizona, California, Louisiana, Oregon, and Washington. 3  

To address the increasing rate of reassignments in the program, CMS instituted a 

‘de-minimis’ policy in 2008 where full subsidy individuals are allowed to remain 

enrolled in a non-benchmark PDP as long as the difference between the plan’s premium 

and the benchmark amount is below a de-minimis amount ($2.00 in 2012). The 

Affordable Care Act of 2012 made the de-minimis policy a permanent fixture beginning 

in 2012.  

 Another subset of LIS recipients is randomly reassigned because their assigned PDP 

is terminating at the end of the year. The number of LIS recipients reassigned because of 

plan termination is quite small compared to the number of individuals reassigned because 

of plan premium increases above the benchmark. Of the 1,172,651 recipients receiving 

reassignment notifications in October 2009 only 15,998 (1.4%) were due to plan 

terminations.5  

2. C. 3. Part D plan transition policies  

 The randomness of assignment and reassignment may enroll LIS recipients in 

benchmark PDPs with restrictive features such as limited pharmacy networks or 

restrictive formularies that could negatively impact medication use. However, CMS has 

several policies in place to minimize medication access issues resulting from new Part D 

plan enrollment, including assignment or reassignment: 

1. Plans are required to provide a 30-day fill for any of the beneficiary’s current 

medications within the first 3 months of enrollment regardless of the plan’s 
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formulary restrictions. The transition policy is even more generous for recipients 

residing in nursing homes, covering any refills during the first 3 months of 

enrollment and allowing a 31-day emergency supply if an exception request is 

being processed. 

2. Established an exception and appeals process to allow beneficiaries to challenge 

the exclusion or tier placement of a drug. 

3. The establishment of six ‘protected’ classes (immunosuppresants, antidepressants, 

antipsychotics, anticonvulsants, antiretrovirals, and antineoplastics) where all or 

substantially all drugs within these classes must be included on the formulary. 

 Also, when reassigning LIS recipients, CMS or the plan’s organization initially 

attempts to reassign beneficiaries to benchmark PDPs within the same organization in 

hopes to minimize formulary differences. However, according to CMS estimates, 92% of 

full subsidy eligible individuals reassigned in 2010 because of a plan premium above the 

benchmark were randomly placed in benchmark PDPs of different organizations.3  

2. C. 4. Chooser enrollment option 

LIS recipients have the right to choose their own Part D plans during any month 

through a Special Enrollment Period (SEP) that lasts the duration of LIS eligibility. Non-

LIS beneficiaries are restricted to changing plans during the October 7th to December 15th 

Annual Enrollment Period (AEP), with plan changes taking effect the following January 

1st. Once an LIS recipient becomes a chooser, he or she is no longer subject to plan 
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enrollment actions by CMS.b Choosers are responsible for their plans’ premium amount 

that is above the benchmark.  

One estimate from the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission is that 2.5 million 

out of the 2010 total LIS enrollment of 9.81 million (25.5%) had previously chosen their 

own Part D plans.6 Another estimate suggests the percentage of LIS recipients who 

became choosers during 2006-2010 is much higher at 42%.7 However, both of these 

chooser estimates include LIS recipients who were never eligible for the initial random 

assignment because they were already enrolled in a Part D plan or opted out of the initial 

assignment. Thus, the number of LIS recipients who become choosers after the initial 

random assignment remains unknown. 

 There are many possible reasons why assigned LIS recipients may decide to choose 

their own Part D plans, including formulary and pharmacy network restrictions at the 

time of enrollment in their assigned or reassigned plans. LIS recipients who have 

received a reassignment notification could choose a different Part D plan before January 

1st or remain in the plan that is losing benchmark status to avoid reassignment. LIS 

recipients may also become dissatisfied with their randomized plan’s benefits because of 

year-end formulary changes or alterations to their drug regimen.  LIS recipients enrolling 

in MAPDs or D-SNPs may also choose their own Part D plans for reasons not related to 

prescription drug coverage.  

                                            
b	Some	exceptions	include	LIS	recipients	enrolled	in	plans	that	are	terminating	at	the	end	of	a	contract	
year.	If	LIS	recipients	enrolled	in	these	plans	do	not	choose	another	plan	before	termination,	CMS	will	
assign	them	to	new	plans.	
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2. D. Medicare Advantage prescription drug plans (MAPDs) 

 MAPDs are private plans that offer Medicare Part A hospital, Part B medical, and 

Part D prescription drug coverage. MAPDs receive two separate prospective monthly 

payments for each enrollee from the CMS for offering the Parts A/B and Part D benefits 

and are at financial risk if costs exceed the payments. The financial goal to minimize cost 

and the provision of all Medicare benefits under one organization provides MAPDs an 

incentive and opportunity to coordinate medical and pharmacy services and offer 

evidenced-based programs that improve their enrollees’ health and reduces healthcare 

utilization. In 2010, about 10% of LIS recipients were enrolled in MA-PDs.3 

 LIS recipients choosing MAPDs face additional complexity by moving Parts A and 

B benefits from Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) to an MAPD (e.g. potentially having to 

choose new providers). One important distinction between the medical benefits offered in 

Medicare FFS and MAPDs is the ability of MAPDs to use rebate dollars from the annual 

MA bidding process for Parts A and B services to provide supplemental coverage such as 

reduced Part B/Part D premiums and vision and dental coverage. In 2010, around 87% of 

the rebate money spent on supplemental benefits for MA enrollees went towards reduced 

Medicare Part A and Part B cost sharing, additional benefits such as vision and dental 

coverage, or reduced Part B and Part D premiums.8 Some of these non-prescription drug-

related benefits could be attractive to LIS applicants who are not eligible for similar 

benefits from Medicaid or MSPs. Another important aspect of MAPDs is the MA 

payment methodology for the Part A and Part B benefits. Each beneficiary’s base 

payment is adjusted by their characteristics, such as age and prior health conditions and 

dual eligibility status, through a risk-adjustment model.  
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2. E. Dual eligible Special Needs Plans (D-SNPs)  

 As a possible solution to the current fragmented system of care found in the 

Medicare program, Congress mandated Medicare Advantage Special Needs Plans (SNPs) 

in the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003, with 

plan operations beginning on January 1st, 2006.9 

 SNPs provide medical, inpatient, prescription drug coverage, as well as other 

potential supplemental services (e.g. behavioral health) to their enrollees. SNPs were 

given authority to restrict enrollment to beneficiaries with certain diseases or 

characteristics to tailor their medical benefits, provider networks, and prescription drug 

formularies to meet the specific needs of the beneficiaries they enroll. The current 

available types of SNPs are chronic condition SNPs (C-SNPs), institutional SNPS (I-

SNPs), and dual eligible SNPs (D-SNPs). Enrollment in C-SNPs is restricted to 

beneficiaries with certain chronic and disabling conditions,c I-SNPs are restricted to 

individuals who require a level of institutional care for greater than 90 days, and D-SNP 

enrollment is restricted to dual eligibles.  

 SNP enrollment exploded over the first couple years of the program before leveling 

off at around 1.3 million beneficiaries in 2009.10About 8% of the LIS population was 

enrolled in SNPs during 2010.3 Because the majority of the LIS recipients are dual 

eligibles, LIS enrollment in SNPs is concentrated within D-SNPs. In 2009, about 90% of 

dual eligibles enrolled in SNPs were in D-SNPs (about 10% of the total dual eligible 

population).10 Dual eligible enrollment in D-SNPs is highly variable across the US with 

                                            
c	Initially, C-SNPs had broad leeway in defining the conditions eligible for enrollment into their plan. The 
Medicare Improvements for Patients and Providers Act (MIPPA) of 2008 standardized the list of available 
conditions eligible for C-SNPs enrollment beginning in 2010.9	
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37 states and DC having less than 10% of their dual eligible population enrolled in D-

SNPs.10,11 D-SNPs were expected to provide tailored services and care coordination (e.g. 

contracting with Medicaid on long term care services) above what would be expected in 

standard MAPDs.  

 The services and benefits offered by D-SNPs went unexamined until 2008, when 

CMS began requiring D-SNPs report on their models of care. Beginning in 2012, CMS 

further required that these models of care be evaluated and scored by the National 

Committee for Quality Assurance, with accreditation dependent on the score. Despite 

these two policy changes and the additional ones found in Table 1, it remains unclear 

whether the care provided D-SNPs differs substantially from Medicare FFS or other 

standard MAPDs. However, the majority of D-SNPs have not contracted with state 

Medicaid programs to coordinate benefits or services.12-14 Only a third of D-SNPs had a 

state contract in 2012, with most related to Part A and B cost-sharing agreements as 

opposed to meaningful coordination such as long-term service and support benefits.14 

2. F. Medicaid coverage 

 Although the entire background discussion has revolved around Medicare health and 

prescription drug plans, dual eligibles are enrolled in various types of Medicaid plans as 

well. In July 2010, around 33% of dual eligibles were enrolled in a Medicaid managed 

care plans (MCOs) for all or a portion of their Medicaid benefits.15 The vast majority of 

dual eligibles enrolled in Medicaid MCOs were in carve-out plans for either 

transportation, dental, LTC or mental and behavioral services with very few enrolled in 

MCOs that provided all Medicaid benefits.15 
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 An important policy of the Medicaid program for the dually eligible population is 

state authority mandating enrollment in managed care plans for certain Medicaid 

beneficiaries. The overwhelming majority of these mandatory programs are targeted at 

beneficiaries eligible for institutional and/or home and care based services.15 Many of the 

organizations in these mandatory programs began operating a SNP at the beginning of 

2006, creating fully integrated Medicare and Medicaid plans.11 Highlighting a key 

difference in enrollment policies between the two programs and the state and federal 

level, dual eligibles can face mandatory enrollment in Medicaid but they always maintain 

the right to choose their own Medicare health and/or prescription drug plan. 
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Chapter 3:  Choice framework and economic theory  

 This chapter first discusses the demand for health insurance using economic theory 

based on the expected utility framework. Next, the theoretical framework is applied in the 

context of assigned LIS recipients becoming choosers. The impacts of the LIS and 

Medicaid benefits on the demand for Part D coverage is discussed next, followed by the 

additional complexity of medical benefits and costs for LIS recipients considering 

MAPDs or SNPs for their Part D coverage. Finally, I present some of the non-pecuniary 

costs associated with choosing Part D plans in the LIS population.  

 3. A. Demand for health insurance 

  3. A. 1. Risk aversion and the risk premium 

 To examine the consumer’s choice to purchase any health insurance we first set the 

stage where the consumer derives utility from wealth 𝑊 (a function of income (𝐼) and 

assets(𝐴)). The individual has an initial health stock 𝐻! and wealth 𝑊! and faces a 

distribution of possibly infinite health states occurring each with probability 𝑝! where an 

illness causes a loss of health stock 𝑙 resulting in a new health stock level 𝐻. Without 

insurance, the consumer in each possible health state chooses the amount of healthcare 𝑀 

to purchase at price 𝑃! constrained by their budget to regain some of the lost health stock 

𝑙. Therefore, the derived utility in each state is: 

    𝑈! 𝑊! = 𝑈!(𝑊! −𝑚! ∗ 𝑝!)     (1) 

 We next define several expectations. Expected utility is the probability weighted sum 

of utilities across all the possible 𝑛 health states: 

   𝐸 𝑈 = 𝑝!!
!!! ∗ 𝑈! 𝑊!                                (2) 
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Expected wealth is the probability weighted sum of wealth after loss across all the 

possible 𝑛 health states: 

   𝐸 𝑊 = 𝑝!!
!!! ∗𝑊! = 𝑝!!

!!! ∗ (𝑊! −𝑚! ∗ 𝑝!)                    (3) 

We also define the utility of expected wealth as: 

   𝑈 𝐸 𝑊 = 𝑈 𝑝!!
!!! ∗𝑊! = 𝑈( 𝑝!!

!!! 𝑊! −𝑚! ∗ 𝑝! ) (4) 

 If 𝐸 𝑈 <  𝑈 𝐸 𝑊 , we say the person is risk adverse and is willing to pay a 

certain amount to avoid the uncertainty in wealth brought forth by the various possible 

health states. This inequality holds as long as 𝑈 𝑊  is a concave function exhibiting 

diminishing marginal utility of wealth, 𝑈!! 𝑊 < 0. 

 The difference in wealth between 𝐸 𝑈  and 𝑈 𝐸 𝑊  is called the risk premium 

(RP) and represents the maximum amount a consumer is willing to pay to avoid risk if he 

or she made decisions in such a way as to maximize expected utility. In general, the risk 

premium increases as the variance of E(W) and marginal utility of income increases, and 

vice-versa. 

  3. A. 2. The price of the insurance policy 

 To simplify the setup we first assume that insurance policies only differ on the 

consumer coinsurance rate C. For every possible health state i the consumer may exist in 

the insurer will then pay: 

𝐵 = 1− 𝐶 ∗𝑚! ∗ 𝑝!          (5) 

Where mi  are the medical services used in health state i and pm is the price of those 

services. Across all possible health states the insurer then faces the expected benefit 

payment of: 

  𝐸 𝐵 = 𝑝!!
!!! ∗ 1− 𝐶 ∗𝑚! ∗ 𝑝!                  (6)             
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Where pi is the probability of health state i occurring. If the premium set by the plan 

equals E(B) then it is called “actuarially fair” insurance.  In practice insurance companies 

must charge a “loading fee” L to cover administrative costs and generate profits so the 

actual cost of the insurance to the consumer is: 

     R= 1− 𝐿 ∗ 𝑝!!
!!! ∗ 1− 𝐶 ∗𝑚! ∗ 𝑝!         (7)             

  3. A. 3. Choosing the insurance policy that maximizes expected utility 

 First, it is important to note that C and m are dependent in equation 7. After an 

individual purchases insurance, the price for medical care drops resulting in the 

individual purchasing medical care that creates less marginal value than it actually costs 

to produce. This phenomena is referred to as ‘moral hazard’ (MH) and results in welfare 

loss in the market for health insurance. The extent that moral hazard occurs depends on 

the elasticity of demand for medical care. In general, the less elastic the demand curve for 

medical care the lower welfare loss from moral hazard, and vice-versa. 

 For each coinsurance rate C the welfare gain for the individual is equal to their risk 

premium plus the expected benefits minus cost of the insurance policy (including loading 

fees) and the welfare loss from moral hazard: 

 W= 𝑅𝑃 + 𝐸 𝐵 − (𝑀𝐻 + 𝑅)         (8)             

 To maximize expected utility the consumer compares the welfare gain (or loss) W 

from each possible coinsurance rate C and picks the one that results in the highest welfare 

gain.   

3. B. Demand for health insurance in the context of the initial chooser decision 

 LIS recipients face a set of possible health states where experiencing medication 

access issues in their assigned plans results in loss of health because of complications 
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from non-adherence.  The probability that randomized LIS recipients experience these 

health states is a complicated function of numerous factors, including but not limited to; 

their current drug regimen, availability of benchmark PDPs in their PDP Region, impact 

of the disruption in medication access on health status, and distribution of formulary 

coverage across benchmark PDPs operating in their PDP Region. In this framework, 

assigned LIS recipients are choosing their own plans to insure against these possible 

health states. However, the ability of LIS recipients to choose their own plans during any 

month complicates this setup, because they can simply wait until after the assignment or 

reassignment to see if their plan restricts medication access. 

3. C. The impacts of LIS and Medicaid benefits on the risk premium  

 How averse the LIS recipient is to the risk of the possible health states determines 

the risk premium they are willing to pay for plan coverage. But the cost sharing support 

of the LIS and Medicaid benefits reduces the uncertainty in loss of wealth across the 

possible health states. Holding the marginal utility of income constant, this reduction in 

the variance of expected wealth results in a lower risk premium (RP). At the same time, 

the premium support of the LIS distorts the price (R) charged by Part D plans increasing 

the likelihood it falls below the risk premium of the recipient. These two factors work in 

opposite directions when LIS recipients are evaluating the potential welfare gained (lost) 

from Part D plans. 

3. D. Application to LIS recipients considering enrollment in Medicare Advantage  

 LIS recipients considering MAPDs or SNPs for their Part D coverage must also 

evaluate medical benefits and costs. While Medicaid pays for many full dual eligibles’ 

Part B premiums, certain partial dual eligibles and LIS applicants are not eligible for 
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Medicare Part A and Part B cost-sharing support from Medicaid. However, they could 

receive reduced cost sharing if they enroll in MAPDs or SNPs that offer reduced cost 

sharing as a supplemental benefit. Furthermore, partial dual eligibles and LIS applicants 

are not eligible for optional Medicaid benefits such as vision and dental coverage but 

could receive these benefits if they enroll in MAPDs or SNPs that cover these services as 

supplemental benefits. Finally, the administration of both pharmacy and medical benefits 

under one organization in MAPDs and SNPs has the potential to improve the level of 

care coordination that LIS recipients receive when compared to FFS. This is particularly 

true for SNPs, which are able to restrict enrollment to certain groups of beneficiaries, 

tailoring the benefits they offer to their enrollees.  

3. E. Non-pecuniary costs  

 In addition to the health insurance plan’s premium and loading-fees, consumers face 

non-pecuniary transaction and switching costs when choosing among health insurance 

plans. Transaction costs include the time spent by consumers researching available health 

plan options. Consumers enrolling in managed care plans face a potential switching cost 

associated with severing their relationships with current health care providers.  

 Transaction and switching costs associated with beneficiary Part D elections are 

likely significant in the LIS population. Beneficiaries with cognitive impairment, low 

health literacy, or mental illness should experience higher transaction and switching costs 

as these beneficiaries have greater difficulty evaluating available Part D plan options. 

Given the high prevalence of these illnesses and characteristics in the LIS population, 

high transaction and switching costs should be widespread.  
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Chapter 4: Literature review 

 The first section (4.A.) of the literature review describes the demographics, Part D 

utilization and costs, health status, and medical expenditures of the LIS population. 

Comparisons are drawn between LIS recipients and non-LIS beneficiaries as well as 

deemed LIS recipients and LIS applicants. Section 4.B. reviews the literature surrounding 

the relationships of formulary restrictions and medication adherence. The following 

section (4.C.) examines the extent LIS recipients experience new formulary restrictions 

from initial assignment and reassignment. Section 4.D. provides results on how Part D 

utilization changes after assignment and reassignment. The next section (4.E.) examines 

the downstream impacts of randomization on health care utilization and outcomes. 

Section (4. F.) addresses the question of whether choosers could experience fewer 

formulary restrictions by comparing formulary coverage of plans across benchmark status 

and type of Part D plan (PDP versus SNP versus MAPD) and by examining the literature 

evaluating intelligent assignment. The next section (4.G.) provides the results of the 

limited studies that have compared the characteristics of choosers and non-choosers. 

Section (4.H) examines if choosers are less likely to face formulary restrictions than non-

choosers and the impacts on drug use. The following section (4. I.) presents non-drug 

plan benefit design factors that are likely involved in the plan enrollment decisions of LIS 

recipients. The final section (4.J.) details the comparisons of quality of care and health 

outcomes across FFS, MA, and D-SNPs in the general Medicare and dual eligible 

populations.  
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 4. A. Characteristics of the LIS population 

  4. A. 1. Demographics 

 Many of the differences in the characteristics of LIS and non-LIS beneficiaries are 

determined to a large extent by the LIS income and asset eligibility criteria. As such, the 

LIS population is different from the non-LIS population on several key demographics 

related to poverty. A MedPAC report using 2012 administrative enrollment data found 

LIS recipients were more likely to be female (61% versus 57%), minority race (43% 

versus 17%), and under the age of 65 (42% versus 9%).16   

 Beneficiaries who were deemed eligible for the LIS exhibit more characteristics 

associated with poverty than LIS applicants because they meet Medicaid income 

eligibility criteria. An investigation of LIS eligibility in 2006 among non-institutionalized 

Medicare beneficiaries using the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) 

data found applicants who were awarded the LIS were 62.3% female as compared to 

59.7% of individuals who were deemed eligible for the LIS.17 Other differences between 

LIS recipients who applied and were deemed eligible included race (70.1% versus 59.5% 

were non-Hispanic white) and educational attainment (39.0% versus 25.2% had some 

college or higher).17 This same report also examined LIS eligibility in 2006 among 

community dwelling and institutionalized Medicare beneficiaries over the age of 53 using 

the Health and Retirement Survey (HRS) and found even higher rates of minority race 

(55.4% were non-Hispanic white) and lower educational attainment (13.3% had some 

college or higher) in the deemed LIS population.17  

 A study of supplemental insurance coverage among non-institutionalized Medicare 

beneficiaries using the 2006 Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey also reported 
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demographics on LIS recipients by dual eligibility status.  The study found dual eligible 

LIS recipients were more likely to be of minority race (50.7% versus 67.5% were non-

Hispanic white), under the age of 65 (40.9% versus 28.1%), and report lower income 

(60.5% versus 38.6% reported yearly income less than $10,000) when compared to non-

dual eligible LIS recipients.18  

 By design of the LIS benefit, LIS recipients exhibit characteristics of a vulnerable 

population that include high rates of disability (age under 65), low education, and 

minority race. These characteristics are even more prevalent among LIS recipients who 

are deemed eligible when compared to applicants.  

4. A. 2. Part D utilization 

 Part D utilization and costs are substantially different in the LIS and non-LIS 

populations. In 2012, 72% of LIS recipients had annual drug costs over the catastrophic 

threshold of $6,730, compared to only 28% of non-LIS beneficiaries.16 The average cost 

per prescription was $70 for LIS recipients and only $44 for non-LIS beneficiaries.16 The 

average total cost per enrollee per month was $362 for LIS recipients and $167 for non-

LIS beneficiaries.16 LIS recipients filled 5.2 prescriptions per month on average 

compared to 3.8 prescriptions for non-LIS beneficiaries.16 Average Part D costs for LIS 

recipients grew at an average annual rate of 3.8% during the 2007-2012 time period 

compared to only 1.4% for non-LIS beneficiaries.16 Compared to non-LIS beneficiaries, 

the generic dispensing rate (GDR) for medications used to treat common chronic illnesses 

was around 10% lower for LIS recipients in 2012.16 These findings highlight that LIS 

recipients use expensive and branded drugs that are likely targeted by Part D plans for 

formulary restrictions. 
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4. A. 3. Health status and expenditures 

 Unfortunately, reports comparing LIS recipients to non-LIS beneficiaries do not 

include information related to health status or Parts A and B service utilization and 

spending. However, a vast literature exists that compares dual eligibles to non-dual 

eligible Medicare beneficiaries. Although LIS applicants and SSI-only beneficiaries are 

included in the non-dual eligible Medicare group, the comparisons are relevant because 

the majority of LIS recipients are dual eligibles. 

 Chronic conditions are more prevalent in the dual eligible population than in the non-

dual eligible Medicare population. Using 2003 data, dual eligibles compared to non-dual 

eligible Medicare beneficiaries were more likely to have pulmonary disease (28% versus 

17%), diabetes (35% versus 24%), CHF (20% versus 11%), or a mental or cognitive 

conditiond (44% versus 18%).19 Within the dual eligible population, the most prevalent 

chronic conditions differ by age under 65 and over 65. From 2008 data, around 39% of 

the dual eligible population were age under 65 and/or disabled.20 The four most prevalent 

chronic conditions in the age under 65 population were 1) depression at 28%, 2) diabetes 

at 23%, 3) ischemic heart disease at 17%, and 4) rheumatoid arthritis/osteoarthritis at 

13%.20 The four most prevalent chronic conditions in the age 65 and older population 

were 1) ischemic heart disease at 43%, 2) diabetes at 36%, 3) heart failure at 33%, and 4) 

rheumatoid arthritis/osteoarthritis at 31%20  

 With higher rates of chronic conditions, dual eligibles report worse health on-

average than non-dual eligible Medicare beneficiaries. In 2004, dual eligibles were more 

likely to self-report ‘poor’ health status (21% versus 8%) and report at least one 

                                            
d	Alzheimer’s/other dementia, depression, intellectual disabilities, schizophrenia, or affective and other 
serious disorders.	
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limitation in activities of daily living (ADLs) (55% versus 29%).19 But some dual 

eligibles reported having no functional limitations (45% report no ADL limitations) and 

overall good health (79% report excellent to fair health).19  

The greater disease burden observed among dual eligibles when compared to non-

dual eligible Medicare beneficiaries leads to higher health care utilization and 

expenditures. In 2004, per capita total Medicare spending for dual eligibles was much 

higher than non-dual eligible Medicare beneficiaries ($20,844 versus $10,054).19 The 

per-capita estimate obscures the fact that Medicare spending is highly skewed in the dual 

eligible population, with the top 5% of spenders in 2004 accounting for over 40% of total 

Medicare spending. 19 At a system level, dual eligibles accounted for nearly 27% of 

Medicare expenditures, but only make up 16% of the Medicare population and account 

for 39% of Medicaid expenditures, but only make up 15% of the Medicaid population.19  

A greater percentage of dual eligibles reside in nursing homes than non-dual 

eligibles because of the higher level of care required to treat their chronic illnesses. In 

2008, 13% of dual eligibles were a long-term care resident as opposed to only 1% of all 

other Medicare beneficiaries.20 A quarter (26%) of dual eligibles had at least one 

inpatient stay in 2008 compared to 18% of non-dual eligible Medicare beneficiaries.20  

A greater percentage of dual eligibles than non-dual eligible Medicare beneficiaries 

were hospitalized for chronic conditions that could have been appropriately treated in the 

outpatient setting. In 2008, dual eligibles were twice as likely as non-dual eligible 

Medicare beneficiaries to be hospitalized for diabetes (861 versus 428 hospitalizations 

per 100,000 enrollees, respectively) and 39% more likely to be hospitalized for chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD) (1,179 versus 849 hospitalizations per 100,000 
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enrollees, respectively).21 An estimate puts 26% of the hospitalizations that occurred in 

the dual eligible population in 2005 could have been prevented or treated outside the 

hospital setting.21 Among the dual eligible population, the rates of preventable 

hospitalizations across conditions are usually different in the age under 65 and/or 

disabled and age 65 and older populations. In 2008, the chronic heart failure (CHF) 

hospitalization rate was lower in the age under 65 population at 1,038 per 100,000 

enrollees, compared to 3,359 per 100,000 for the age 65 and older population.21 For 

diabetes, the opposite trend was observed, with a higher rate of 1,086 per 100,000 

enrollees observed in the age under 65 category compared to 532 per 100,000 enrollees in 

the age 65 and older group.21  

In summary, dual eligibles have greater disease burden as well as higher healthcare 

utilization and costs when compared to the non-dual eligible general Medicare 

population. The observed high rates of hospitalizations for ambulatory sensitive 

conditions within the dual eligible population suggests there are opportunities to improve 

care and outcomes by more efficiently using health care services. However, extensive 

variation exists in chronic disease burden, health care use and costs, and hospitalization 

rates across the dual eligible population, especially by the age under 65 and/or disabled 

and age 65 and older populations. 

 4. B. Formulary restrictions and medication adherence 

 Formulary restrictions including increased cost sharing, off-formulary placement, 

prior authorization, step therapy, and quantity limits are formulary design tools that Part 

D plans can use to shift enrollees’ medication use to lower cost, safer, and more effective 

medications. Plans increase cost sharing for enrollees by placing non-preferred 
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medications on higher formulary tiers that are associated with higher cost-sharing levels. 

Prior authorization requires prescribers to complete paperwork wherein they must justify 

why the beneficiary needs the particular medication before the plan will cover the 

medication. Step therapy requires that the beneficiary first try and fail on preferred 

medications before the plan will cover the use of a non-preferred medication. Quantity 

limits cap the number of days supply a beneficiary can receive per medication fill. An 

unintended consequence of formulary restrictions is a negative impact medication 

adherence. 

 A study by Happe et al. is the most recent systematic literature review examining the 

relationship of formulary restrictions and medication adherence.22 The 93 studies 

included in the review examined a total of 120 outcomes related to medication adherence, 

with the authors finding formulary restrictions were negatively associated with 82 

(68.3%) of the medication adherence outcomes.22 The majority of the studies focused on 

cost sharing (60.2%), followed by prior authorization (21.5%), step therapy (8.6%), 

preferred-drug lists (7.5%), and quantity limits (2.2%).22 Because of the reduced cost 

sharing benefit of the LIS, utilization management tools may have a greater impact on 

medication adherence than cost sharing in the LIS population. 

 The association of utilization management tools and medication adherence has been 

far less examined than cost sharing. Four studies found step therapy restrictions were 

associated with lower days supply for antidepressant and antihypertensive therapies in 

employer plans23,24and decreases in the utilization of pregabalin for treatment of 

neuropathic pain in MAPDs and commercial health plans.25,26 
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 Prior authorization has been associated with shifts in use from non-preferred to 

preferred medications for the following medications/therapeutic classes and populations:  

• Proton-pump inhibitors (Medicaid);27 

• Pregabalin (Medicaid and commercial);28,29 

• Second-generation antipsychotic and anticonvulsant (Medicaid);30 

• COX2 inhibitors (Medicaid);31 

• Antihypertensives (Medicaid);32 

• NSAIDs (Medicaid);33 

• Antidepressants (disabled dual eligibles);34 

• Rosiglitazone contraindicated use with nitrates or insulin (commercial).35  

In contrast, a few studies discovered prior authorization was not associated with 

medication switching for the following medications/therapeutic classes in the Medicaid 

population: antidepressants, antipsychotics, anxiolytics, and celexocib (COX2 

inhibitor).36-38  

 In addition to medication switching, prior authorization has also been associated with 

reduced medication adherence in the dual eligible and Medicaid populations for 

antihypertensives,32,39 atypical antipsychotics,40 second-generation antipsychotic and 

anticonvulsants,30 and NSAIDs.33 In contrast to these negative finding studies, prior 

authorization has been found to not be associated with disruptions in medication 

adherence for the following therapeutic classes and populations:  

• Antidepressants (disabled dual eligibles and Medicaid);34,38 

• SSRIs (Medicaid);36  

• Antipsychotics (Medicaid);38  
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• Anxiolytics/sedatives (Medicaid);38 

• Antidiabetic therapy (commercial).35 

 The only study focused on quantity limits found the restriction was associated with a 

17% reduction in use of the targeted medications in managed care organization (serotonin 

5-HT1 receptor agonists) and dihydroergotamine (nasal spray used in the treatment of 

migraines).41 

 The limited current evidence suggests utilization management tools shift use from 

targeted to unrestricted medications but the effects on medication adherence are less 

conclusive, with variation in impacts observed across therapeutic classes and enrollment 

populations. 

 4. C. Formulary restrictions and assignment/reassignment 

 A potential negative consequence of randomization is LIS recipients may be enrolled 

in plans that restrict access to their medications through the use of utilization 

management tools. Studies have examined the extent randomized LIS recipients 

experience formulary restrictions on their medications but most have focused on 

formulary restriction rates faced by dual eligibles during the first year of Part D program 

as they transitioned drug coverage from the Medicaid program. 

 Several studies have documented mentally ill dual eligibles commonly faced 

formulary restrictions on their antipsychotic medications in 2006, as they transitioned 

drug coverage from Medicaid to the Part D program.42-44 Another study found 

widespread medication access problems in the disabled dual eligible population in the 

first year of the Part D program.45 A 2006 national survey detailed the high rate at which 

dual eligibles needed prescriber authorizations to satisfy formulary restrictions.46 One 
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Office of Inspector General report examined the formularies of benchmark PDPs in 2006, 

and found 30% of dual eligibles assigned on January 1st, 2006 were enrolled in plans that 

covered less than 85% of the 178 commonly used drugse in the population.47  

 One study of dual eligibles residing in nursing homes found users of ARBs, 

cholinesterase inhibitors, opioids, osteoporosis medications, antidepressants, and 

antipsychotics experienced formulary exclusion rates upon assignment on January 1st, 

2006 that ranged from 0.4% to 8.7% across the therapeutic classes.50The percentages of 

individuals facing prior authorization and/or step therapy at time of assignment ranged 

from 1.9% to 12.8%.50 The study also examined these rates among individuals reassigned 

in 2007 or 2008. Formulary exclusion rates ranged from 0.4% to 7.4% and prior 

authorization/step therapy rates from 1.1% to 37.4% across the various therapeutic 

classes for those reassigned.50 It was unclear from the Huskamp, et al. study how LIS 

recipients not eligible for assignment and choosers were addressed, because the authors 

did not explicitly state how they identified assigned and reassigned beneficiaries. 

 A report by Fu Associates, Ltd. found the average formulary matching rate for LIS 

recipients reassigned on January 2008 was at 92.2%.48 In this study, formulary matching 

rate was calculated as the percentage of drugs filled by the reassignee at least once during 

October-December 2007 that were on the formulary of his or her reassignment PDP.48 

Both acute and chronic medications were included in the measure and drugs were 

considered unique at the brand name, dosage, dosage form, and strength of administration 

level.48  

                                            
e	The list of common drugs was determined by ranking the number of prescriptions filled by dual eligibles 
in the Medicaid program during the first half of 200.	
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 For a small group of dual eligibles (N=113) residing in California during 2010, more 

than 40% would have faced a formulary exclusion on at least one of their currently used 

medications in five out of the seven benchmark PDPs operating in the state.49 The 

percentages of individuals facing utilization management tools on at least one of their 

drugs ranged from 5.3 % to 8.8% for prior authorization, 14.2% to 93.8% for quantity 

limits, and 0.0% to 36.3% for step therapy across the seven benchmark PDPs. 49   

A significant number of disabled and mentally ill LIS recipients who transitioned 

from Medicaid prescription drug coverage appear to have experienced formulary 

restrictions in their assigned plans during the first year of the Part D program. The overall 

national formulary matching rate in 2008 was high for reassigned recipients (92.2%), but 

this percentage reflects acute medications, which may not be as important to LIS 

recipients as chronic medications. The examination of dual eligibles in California paints a 

drastically different picture — a significant percentage of LIS recipients were likely to 

experience formulary restrictions on their drugs if they were to be reassigned. The study 

in dual eligible nursing home residents found a significant number of individuals 

experienced formulary restrictions after assignment and reassignment, but the rates 

differed by therapeutic class. 

 4. D. Changes in medication use after assignment and reassignment 

 Studies have examined the impacts of assignment and reassignment on medication 

adherence but most have focused on dual eligibles’ transition from Medicaid prescription 

drug coverage to Medicare Part D coverage in 2006. In a sample of dual eligible 

psychiatric patients (N=986), West et al. found 27.6% had to switch medications because 

of formulary restrictions during the first year of the Part D program.42 The authors also 
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found an additional 14.0% of individuals were unable to have the clinically 

indicated/preferred medications prescribed because the drugs were either off-formulary 

or subjected to utilization management tools in their plans. 42  

 One study found dual eligibles did not experience significant changes in drug 

utilization (OOP costs, total monthly expenditures, pill-days, and total number of 

prescription fills) as drug coverage was transitioned from Medicaid to Part D when 

compared to a group of near-elderly Medicaid patients during the same time period.51 

Another study examined changes in copayment changes and medication switching that 

occurred pre/post implementation of Medicare Part D for dual eligible users of the 

following therapeutic classes: clopidogrel, proton-pump inhibitors, warfarin, statins and 

benzodiazepines.52 The authors found that copayments dropped for all classes except 

benzodiazepines, but rates of medication switching only increased for proton-pump 

inhibitors (three-fold increase).52  

 Changes in medication use from randomization have been far less examined in years 

following 2006. A GAO report found reassigned LIS recipients and LIS recipients who 

did not change plans in 2008 had similar rates of reduced fills, substitutions, and 

discontinuations for medications continuously used in 2007.53 But it is unclear from the 

report’s methods if the group of LIS recipients who did not change plans included both 

randomized and non-randomized LIS recipients.53   

 The Huskamp, et al. study in dual eligible nursing home residents found users of six 

different therapeutic classes who experienced formulary restrictions after assignment on 

January 1st, 2006 were more likely to change medications and experience a gap in use 

when compared to assignees who did not experience formulary restrictions.50 The study 
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also examined individuals reassigned in 2007 or 2008 and found those enrolled in plans 

with formulary restrictions had higher rates of medication switching and gaps in use 

when compared to reassignees who did not face restrictions.50 A similar analysis was 

performed by Stevenson, et al. in the same sample of institutionalized dual eligibles, but 

among users of antidepressants, antipsychotics, or cholinesterase inhibitors.54 The study 

found users of these three different classes who experienced restrictions after an 

assignment or a reassignment during 2006-2008 were more likely to switch medications 

and have a gap in use, but were not more likely to discontinue use, when compared to 

those who did not experience restrictions.54 

The impacts of assignment and reassignment on medication use vary across 

therapeutic classes and disruptions in use are concentrated among individuals randomized 

to plans with formulary restrictions. Most studies have focused on the medication impacts 

of the initial 2006 transition for dual eligibles from Medicaid drug coverage to Medicare 

Part D prescription drug coverage, which may not be representative of the medication 

impacts of randomization during the current time period. The studies focused on general 

measures of medication use (e.g. number of prescription fills) have found assignment and 

reassignment were not associated with changes in medication use or costs. However, all 

of the studies presented in the section appear to have included both randomized and non-

randomized individuals.  

 4. E. Outcomes of assignment and reassignment 

 Only three studies have examined if randomization has a negative impact on health 

outcomes. A report from Acumen LLC found reassigned dual eligibles were no more 

likely to die, be hospitalized, or admitted to the emergency room when compared to dual 
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eligibles not subjected to reassignment.55 The Huskamp, et al. study found 

institutionalized dual eligible users of six different therapeutic classes of medications 

who experienced formulary restrictions after assignment or reassignment during 2006-

2008 were no more likely to die or be hospitalized than those who did not face formulary 

restrictions.50 A similar study in the same sample of institutionalized dual eligibles - but 

among users of antidepressants, antipsychotics, or cholinesterase inhibitors - also found 

those who experienced restrictions after assignment or reassignment were no worse off 

on depression rating scale, aggressive behavior scale, cognitive performance scale, 

activity of daily living limitations and no more likely to experience hallucinations or 

delusions when compared to those assigned to plans that did not have restrictions.54 

 The results from the available small number of studies suggest assignment and 

reassignment have minimal impacts on health care use and clinical outcomes, but only 

one of the studies excluded choosers.55 Unfortunately, this study did not differentiate the 

impacts of reassignment on mortality, hospitalization, and emergency department visits 

by whether LIS recipients faced formulary restrictions in their reassignment plans.  

 4. F. Could choosing improve medication access?  

  4. F. 1. Formulary coverage across the different types of Part D plans  

 Randomized LIS recipients may find better coverage rates for their medications by 

enrolling in non-benchmark PDPs Average formulary size, as measured by share of 

chemical entities (i.e. generic name level) on formulary, was 7% lower among 

benchmark PDPs than non-benchmark PDPs in 2010 (83% versus 90%, respectively).56 

The gap in formulary size between the two types of plans grew slightly from 2007, when 

the difference was 4%.56 Average share of drugs with any utilization management tools 
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(prior authorization, step therapy, or quantity limits) was similar between benchmark and 

non-benchmark PDPs in 2010 (32% and 30%, respectively).56  

 Randomized LIS recipients may also find better drug coverage in MAPDs and SNPs. 

In 2010, the average formulary size of PDPs (87%) and MA-PDs (90%) were similar, but 

SNPs had much smaller formularies with only an average of 75% chemical entities 

covered.56 One possible explanation for the smaller average formulary size found in 

SNPs is cost sharing is not an effective formulary design tool to shift use towards cheaper 

and generic medications among LIS recipients, who make up the vast majority of SNP’s 

enrollees. The rates of any utilization management tools on covered drugs increased from 

20% in 2006 for both PDPs and MAPDs to 31% for PDPs and 26% for MAPDs in 

2010.56  

  4. F. 2. Intelligent assignment studies 

 Several studies have found that the use of an intelligent or beneficiary-centric 

assignment algorithm that takes into account a LIS recipient’s drug regimen improves 

formulary matching rates and reduces medication costs to beneficiaries and Medicare 

when compared to random assignment. The results of these intelligent design studies 

suggest less restrictive plans are available to randomized LIS recipients.  

 Zhang et al. discovered that assigning LIS recipients in 2008 to the least expensive 

PDP (based on costs to both the LIS recipient and the government) operating in their PDP 

Region would save the federal government $710 per beneficiary on average.57 LIS 

recipients in the highest quintile of potential savings would stand to save Medicare over 

$2,111 per beneficiary.57 The percentage of prescription fills subjected to any utilization 

management tools would also decrease from 29% to 20%, primarily as the result of fewer 
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fills subjected to quantity limits (27% to 19%) as opposed to prior authorization (2% 

versus 2%) or step therapy (3% versus 1%).57  

 One report compared the medication costs for LIS recipients and the Medicare 

program under two alternative assignment rules using a hypothetical set of 10 dual 

eligibles who filled at least 2 medications.58 Rule 1 selected PDPs in the PDP Region that 

minimized the LIS recipient’s costs while Rule 2 chose plans that covered the greatest 

number of the LIS recipient’s drugs. Under both Rules, LIS recipients were responsible 

for the entire cost of the drug if it was not covered by the plan. LIS recipients on average 

saved $454 under Rule 1 and $413 under Rule 2 while the government’s cost increased 

by $155 and $5, respectively.58 The cost savings to LIS recipients varied across PDP 

Regions, based on the number plans that covered most or all of their medications. 

 The Fu Associates, Ltd report found intelligent reassignment would only increase 

overall formulary matching rates by 7.2% when compared to random reassignment.48 

However, one third of reassigned beneficiaries would have at least one more drug 

covered in their reassignment plan under the intelligent reassignment approach.48  

 The results of intelligent design studies suggest less restrictive plans are available to 

randomized LIS recipients; however, it remains unclear whether choosers are selecting 

these particular plans. However, one important limitation of the Zhang, et al. study is that 

the authors did not exclude LIS recipients who were not eligible for assignment because 

they were already enrolled in Part D plans or who became choosers after assignment.  

 4. G. Characteristics of choosers and non-choosers 

 The characteristics of assigned LIS recipients who become choosers and remain 

randomized have been compared in just one report.59 The study compared the 
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demographics and Part D utilization and costs of LIS recipients who faced reassignment 

on January 1st, 2008 across the following enrollment decisions: (1) selected another zero-

premium PDP, (2) selected another positive premium PDP, (3) remained enrolled in the 

plan losing benchmark status, and (4) accepted reassignment. Individuals who moved to 

another zero-premium plan were less likely to be disabled and under the age of 65 when 

compared to the other three groups.59 The three groups who opted out of reassignment 

were more likely to be white than the accepted reassignment group. Individuals who 

moved to another zero-premium plan had a significantly higher institutionalization rate 

(28%) than the other three groups (institutionalization rates ranged from 1.9% to 6.8% in 

these three groups).59  

 The three groups of choosers appeared sicker than the accepted reassignment group 

based on the higher rates of the 30 most frequent RxHCC conditions found among those 

who faced reassignment.59 Most notably, those who moved to another zero-premium plan 

were more likely to have dementia/cerebral degeneration and schizophrenia when 

compared to the other three groups.59 The three groups who opted out of reassignment 

also had higher average monthly PDCs (monthly averages ranged from 4.4 to 5.9 PDCs) 

when compared to those who accepted reassignment (3.8 PDCs).59 Average monthly total 

Part D costs were about $100 higher across the three groups of choosers when compared 

to the $276.31 monthly average for those who accepted reassignment.59  

 LIS recipients who opted out of reassignment had poorer health and higher Part D 

utilization and costs when compared to LIS recipients who accepted reassignment. Those 

who opted out of reassignment by moving to another zero-premium plan were more 

likely to be institutionalized and have evidence of mental illness, suggesting someone 
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other than the LIS recipient was involved in the decision. The characteristics of the 

broader group of choosers that includes LIS recipients who become choosers for reasons 

other than opting out of reassignment and who enroll in MAPDs or SNPs remains 

unknown.  

 4. H. Choosers and medication access and changes in medication use 

 Only two studies have compared the medication use of choosers and non-choosers. 

The GAO report found individuals who chose their own PDPs during the calendar year 

following reassignment on January 1st, 2008 and those who remained enrolled in their 

reassignment plans had similar rates of: (1) reduced fills (32% versus 32%), (2) 

therapeutically equivalent substitutions (13% versus 14%), and (3) discontinuations (7% 

versus 6%).53 In the study, changes in drug utilization were calculated for medications 

continuously filled during 2007 (between 11 and 13 30-day equivalent fills).53  

 One report by Acumen, LLC found three groups of LIS recipients – (1) those not 

facing reassignment on January 1st 2008, (2) reassigned on January 1st, 2008, (3) opted 

out of reassignment on January 1st, 2008 by selecting different PDPs – all experienced 

similar changes from 2007 to 2008 in the percentages of PDEs that were not covered 

(1%-2%) as well as subjected to prior authorization (all <%1) and quantity limits (4%- 

7%).59 But using PDEs may misrepresent the formulary restrictions faced by individuals 

across the three groups because drugs that became newly restricted in 2008 and went 

unfilled are missing from the calculation. The report also found that the average share of 

drugs that were filled at least twice during 2007 and refilled in 2008 were similar across 

the three groups at around 90%.59 But the average number of days till first refill was 

slightly higher for reassigned LIS recipients (50 days) than those who opted out of 
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reassignment by selecting different plans (47 days).59 Both groups who faced 

reassignment had longer times to first refill when compared to assigned LIS recipients 

not subject to reassignment (44 days).59  

 At the present time, it remains unclear whether opting out of reassignment lowers the 

risk of formulary restrictions when compared to accepting reassignment. The current 

evidence suggests LIS recipients who became choosers around the time of reassignment 

(both by opting out and during the year after) and those who accepted reassignment and 

remained in their reassignment plans had similar changes in medication utilization across 

the two years surrounding reassignment. How medication use differs between choosers 

and non-choosers at points other than around the time of reassignment remains unclear. 

 4. I. Non-drug plan benefit design factors involved in plan enrollment decisions  

 Factors other than formulary coverage and premiums are also likely involved in LIS 

recipients choosing their own Part D plans. Dulio asked 17 interviewees about their views 

on switching Part D plans in 2008 and found the vast majority are not even considering 

the option because: 1) they were content with their current plan, 2) they feared being 

worse off in the new plan despite disappointment with their current plan, and 3) the 

process of choosing a new PDP is too complex. 60 The large number of available Part D 

plan choices contributes to the complexity of the Part D program and has also been 

blamed61 for the majority of non-LIS beneficiaries not selecting the cheapest plans 

available to them.62-64 In the dual eligible population, switching costs associated with the 

administrative burden of choosing their own Part D plans have also been observed.65-68 In 

a survey of dual eligible care providers, 34% of respondents said dual eligibles under 

their care experienced difficulty in switching out of their auto-assigned PDPs.68  
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 LIS recipients (particularly dual eligibles) likely face higher costs than non-LIS 

beneficiaries when choosing Part D plans because of higher rates of mental illness and 

cognitive impairment. In fact, a survey of disabled dual eligibles found most individuals 

were not even aware they could switch drug plans.45 Based on responses to LIS 

enrollment policy questions found in the Medicare Current Beneficiary Survey, a 

nationally representative survey of the Medicare population, 62.5% of current 

randomized LIS recipients were unaware they could switch plans monthly instead of only 

during the AEP.69 One important issue to consider is that plan enrollment decisions of 

mentally ill or cognitively impaired LIS recipients may be in the hands of caregivers 

and/or family members. The blue reassignment notification letter mailed to LIS recipients 

even states “For help understanding this notice, show it to a family member, case 

manager, or someone else you trust.”4  

LIS recipients’ decisions to enroll in MAPDs and SNPs are likely to be influenced 

by contextual factors as well. For example, LIS recipients residing in counties with high 

MA penetration are more likely to be exposed to the marketing of MA organizations. 

Managed care organizations face separate marketing regulations in the Medicare and 

Medicaid programs making it difficult to identify and market to dual eligibles. Parent MA 

organizations that also operate Medicaid managed care plans that enroll dual eligibles can 

easily identify dual eligibles for SNP marketing. We should then expect the level of 

Medicaid managed care penetration in the dual eligible population and MA penetration in 

the county to be positively associated with enrollment in MA-PDs and SNPs.  

Finally, beginning in 2006, many states converted their pharmacy assistance 

programs (SPAPs) to provide wrap-around programs that offer additional assistance to 
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eligible beneficiaries enrolled in the Part D program.58 Several SPAPs also took the 

initiative of establishing intelligent auto-assignment for their LIS recipients. Each state 

differed on the exact process of the assignment as well as the groups of LIS recipients 

targeted for the assignment. At the beginning of the Part D program, the following states 

used intelligent auto assignment among their LIS recipients: Maine, New Jersey, Florida, 

Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania, and Nevada.58 Maine was the only SPAP that 

continued to operate its intelligent auto-assignment policy after 2006.58 

 4. J. SNP and MAPD outcomes 

  4. J. 1. General Medicare beneficiaries’ experiences in MA plans 

Although the results are limited, the quality of care received by and health outcomes 

of general Medicare beneficiaries in managed care Medicare plans does not appear to be 

substantially different from FFS. Prior to Part D, results from the Consumer Assessment 

of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAPHS) survey found beneficiaries enrolled in 

Medicare Choice (M+C) plans rated their overall experiences lower and complained of 

access problems more frequently when compared to FFS enrollees.70 However, M+C 

enrollees had higher rates of preventive service utilization.70 One study found evidence 

that M+C enrollees were switching to FFS because of access problems related to 

orthopedic procedures such as total hip arthroplasty and osteoarthiritis-related knee 

replacements.71 After adjusting for selection bias, Friedman et al. found hospital 

readmissions were actually higher for MA enrollees when compared to FFS enrollees.72 

Recent evidence from Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) 

process measures suggests that rates of preventive services such as vaccination rates are 

similar within FFS and MA-PD plans.73,74 Two studies have found no discernible 
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difference in adherence rates for statins and diabetic related medications between 

beneficiaries enrolled in MA-PDs or PDPs.60,75,76 Unfortunately, the quality of care and 

outcomes of dual eligibles enrolled in MA-PDs and in FFS has yet to be examined.  

  4. J. 2. Quality of care and outcomes of dual eligibles enrolled in SNPs 

 Several CMS care coordination demonstrations examining alternative payment and 

service care delivery models, some involving dual eligibles, have not consistently shown 

improvements in quality of care, downstream health outcomes, and health care costs.77-79 

Outside of CMS demonstrations, one report found SNP enrollees were at a lower risk of 

being exposed to potentially inappropriate medications when compared to non-SNP MA 

enrollees.80 Another study compared utilization data between diabetic patients enrolled in 

a C-SNP and diabetic patients enrolled in FFS.81 The study found enrollees in the C-SNP 

had less emergency department visits, more evaluation and management office visits, and 

lower hospital admission and readmission rates than the FFS enrollees.81 

 One reason for the limited number of D-SNP examinations is the MA quality 

reporting process captures HEDIS measures and the Health Outcomes Survey (HOS) at 

the MA contract level combining the results of SNPs, MA plans, and MAPDs. CAPHS 

survey results are at the beneficiary level but SNP results based on the survey have not 

yet been published. To address this issue, CMS along with the National Committee for 

Quality Assurance (NCQA), developed plan-level specific HEDIS measures for SNPs 

and required reporting beginning in 2008.  

 These plan-level HEDIS measures are the only current source of information on the 

quality of care provided by D-SNPs. MedPAC in 2013 found that D–SNPs had similar 

rates of monitoring of persistently used drugs when compared to regular MA plans, but 
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outperform MA plans on monitoring anticonvulsants.82 Rates of glaucoma screening, 

persistence of beta-blocker use after a heart attack, and bronchodilator use in managing 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease were at high levels in D-SNPs.82 For most other 

HEDIS measures, D–SNPs generally had lower rates when compared to MA plans.82 

There was extensive variation across the various types of D-SNPs with the plans fully 

integrated with the Medicaid program performing better on average.82  

 Unfortunately, comparisons between D-SNPs and MA plans using the plan-level 

HEDIS measures includes non-dual eligibles and do not allow for adjustments of patient 

case-mix. Relying on plan-level HEDIS measures to examine dual eligible quality of care 

and health outcomes in D-SNPs also precludes dual eligibles enrolled in FFS as a 

comparison group. The comparison of dual eligible medication adherence across the three 

types of Part D plans using the available individual-level PDE data is a possible yet 

unexamined study where these issues can be at least partially addressed. 
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Chapter 5: The Part D plan enrollment patterns and characteristics of low-income 

subsidy recipients 

This chapter presents the manuscript for aim 1: To examine the Part D plan enrollment 

patterns of assigned LIS recipients and compare the individual and contextual 

characteristics of choosers and non-choosers and their plan choices. 

 Introduction 

 In 2014, 11.4 million individuals received cost-sharing and premium support from 

the low-income subsidy (LIS) program of the Medicare Part D prescription drug benefit.1 

Most LIS recipients are beneficiaries dually eligible for Medicare and Medicaid benefits 

who are deemed automatically eligible. Non-dual eligibles must apply and pass a means 

test to receive the subsidy. LIS recipients as a group face many challenges when 

evaluating the costs and benefits of Part D plans because of low levels of education, 

limited English proficiency, and cognitive impairments.16  

 The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) limits premiums for new 

LIS recipients not already enrolled in Part D plans by randomly assigning them to stand-

alone prescription drug plans (PDPs) with premiums at or below the average for their 

PDP Region (so-called benchmark PDPs). Around 25% of LIS recipients receive 

notifications each October that they will be randomly reassigned to new benchmark PDPs 

on the following January 1st because their current assigned PDPs lost benchmark status 

for the upcoming year.3 Random assignment and reassignment achieves two goals — (1) 

premium-free enrollment for nearly all LIS recipients and (2) equal allocation of financial 

risk across the benchmark PDPs in a given PDP Region. Although placement by CMS is 

the default plan enrollment option, LIS recipients can choose their own Part D plans 
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during any month through a Special Enrollment Period (SEP). ‘Choosers’ are responsible 

for the portion of their plan’s premium amount that is above the benchmark and they are 

exempt from further enrollment action by CMS.  

 Although random assignment and reassignment ensures premium-free enrollment for 

LIS recipients, several studies have found that individuals are enrolled in plans that either 

do not cover their medications or restrict access through use of utilization management 

tools (prior authorization, step therapy or quantity limits).42-46,49,83 Some researchers have 

proposed switching to a beneficiary-centric plan assignment algorithm to improve 

formulary matching rates and lower costs for beneficiaries and the Part D program.57,58 

Other reports have found that reassignment has minimal impacts on medication 

utilization53 and health outcomes55 and that a beneficiary-centric reassignment algorithm 

would not be a significant improvement over random reassignment in terms of formulary-

matching rates.48 Thus, the impacts of random assignment and reassignment on 

medication use and health outcomes remain unclear.  Moreover, prior research has been 

based on analyses of the entire LIS population (not just those randomized to Part D plans) 

because of the inability to distinguish between CMS and beneficiary plan elections in 

CMS data files.  

 Using a customized data set that differentiates choosers from randomized LIS 

recipients, we follow a 5% sample of LIS recipients from the time of their random 

assignment in 2007 until the end of 2009 to study LIS enrollment patterns over time. We 

identify those who remain CMS-assigned (non-choosers) and those who become 

choosers, including the type of Part D plan initially selected by choosers– other PDPs, 
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standard Medicare Advantage prescription drug plans (MAPDs), or a special type of 

MAPD called Special Needs Plans (SNPs).  

 We also compare the characteristics of non-choosers and choosers. We hypothesized 

that PDP choosers would have higher disease burden and Part D costs because these 

individuals are at a greater risk of experiencing formulary restrictions in their assigned or 

reassigned plans. We believed MAPD and SNP choosers would be healthier than non-

choosers based on the evidence of favorable selection by Medicare Advantage plans in 

the general Medicare population.84 We expected that minority race/ethnicity, disability, 

and cognitive impairment would reduce the likelihood of individuals becoming choosers 

because these characteristics reflect barriers to understanding plan benefits85 and 

participating in voluntary programs.86 Finally, to better understand the importance of plan 

features in choosers’ choices, we determine the premiums of the plans initially selected 

by choosers and compare formulary coverage with plans assigned to non-choosers.   

 Methods 

  Sample 

 Study subjects were selected from the Medicare Chronic Condition Data Warehouse 

(CCW), 5% random samples for 2007-2009. Using our customized dataset, we identified 

LIS recipients randomly assigned during 2007 and followed these individuals until the 

earliest of the following events: death, loss of Medicare Part A, B, or D coverage, loss of 

LIS eligibility, became a chooser, or December 31st, 2009. The only exclusion criterion 

was missing values on age, race, and county of residence. We did not select individuals 

randomly assigned during 2006 for our sample. We did not believe the first ever group of 
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assignees would be an accurate representation of more recent cohorts due to the general 

misunderstanding present at beginning of the Part D program. 

  Chooser enrollment patterns 

 We first identified the percentages of choosers who initially selected PDPs, MAPDs, 

or SNPs. MAPDs provide both medical and prescription drug benefits so enrollment 

decisions entail other considerations, such as provider networks and Medicare Part B 

supplemental benefits (e.g. vision and dental insurance).  Unlike other MAPDs, SNPs 

have the authority to restrict enrollment to three groups of vulnerable Medicare 

beneficiaries (institutionalized, certain chronic conditions, and dual eligibles) in the hopes 

of improving quality of care. LIS recipients may find the enhanced elements of care 

coordination used by SNPs to be an attractive plan feature.  

 Among choosers, we determined the number who initially selected plans during the 

October 7th to December 15th Annual Enrollment Period (AEP) with an effective plan 

enrollment date of January 1st as well as those who took advantage of the SEP by initially 

switching mid-year with an effective enrollment date the first day of any month other 

than Jan. We also reasoned that changes within a year of the most recent assignment or 

reassignment would indicate dissatisfaction with the initial benefit structure of the 

assigned plans, whereas changes more than a year following the most recent assignment 

or reassignment could imply, among other possible reasons, drug regimen changes that 

could not be easily accommodated by the assigned plan. We included individuals who 

opted out of reassignment as having chosen less than a year following the most recent 

assignment or reassignment. 
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  Characteristics of choosers and non-choosers 

 We compared the individual and contextual characteristics of non-choosers to PDP, 

MAPD, and SNP choosers. Individual level characteristics included demographics  — 

sex, race/ethnicity, and age whose values were all captured from administrative 

enrollment data of the assignment month. Additional individual characteristics were 

created from Parts A, B, and D claims data. We identified if the individual ever resided in 

a nursing home through procedure codes found on Part B claims.87 Institutional status is 

important because it is a marker for poor health and LIS recipients may receive support 

from caregivers and medical staff in evaluating Part D plans’ benefits and costs. We also 

examined the relationship of diagnoses for certain chronic diseases and chooser status 

using 10 chronic condition indicators found in the CCW master beneficiary summary file: 

Alzheimer’s disease and related dementia, atrial fibrillation, cancer (colorectal, 

endometrial, breast, lung, or prostate), chronic heart failure, chronic kidney disease, 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder, depression, diabetes, osteoporosis, and 

rheumatoid arthritis/osteoarthritis. We assigned ‘yes’ values for each disease if the first 

ever diagnosis date occurred before the end of follow-up. The final claims-based measure 

was average monthly total Part D spending calculated over the time period between the 

initial random assignment and end of follow-up.  

 Contextual-level characteristics included the number of benchmark PDPs available 

in the individual’s region during 2007, 2008, and 2009 and the percentage of Medicare 

beneficiaries in the individual’s county that are enrolled in Medicare Advantage as of 

June 2008. On the one hand, fewer benchmark PDPs increases reassignment rates and 

subsequently raises the number of individuals choosing plans instead of being reassigned. 
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But on the other hand, fewer benchmark PDPs reduces the number of available premium-

free options for beneficiaries who are dissatisfied with their assigned or reassigned plans.  

We expected Medicare Advantage penetration rates to be higher among MAPD and SNP 

choosers compared to non-choosers because of greater exposure to MA marketing. 

  Characteristics of plans initially selected by choosers 

 We collected premium information for the plans initially selected by choosers 

including benchmark status (yes/no) and the premium amount above the benchmark for 

non-benchmark plans. We also captured the formulary coverage of these plans and the 

plans assigned to non-choosers at the end of follow-up. Formulary coverage included the 

percentage of unique chemical entities (i.e. generic name level) on-formulary and the 

percentage of on-formulary chemical entities subject to prior authorization, step therapy, 

quantity limits, or any utilization management. We used the approach of Hoadely, et al.56 

and the 2007 formulary reference file to construct these formulary measures.     

  Analyses 

 Our examination of plan enrollment patterns is descriptive. We compared the 

characteristics of PDP, MAPD, and SNP choosers to non-choosers using t-tests for 

continuous variables and chi-squared tests for categorical variables. We report the 

distribution of premiums paid by each chooser group and compared the formulary 

coverage of the plans initially selected by choosers and assigned to non-choosers in 

bivariate analyses. The study was determined exempt by the University of Maryland, 

Baltimore Institutional Review Board. 
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 Results 

 The final sample included 29,784 LIS recipients randomly assigned in 2007 of whom 

22,101 (74%) accepted the reassigned plan and 7,683 (26%) became choosers. Among 

choosers, 4,251 (55%) initially selected PDPs, 1,331 (17%) MAPDs, and 2,101 (27%) 

SNPs (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Type of Part D plans initially selected by choosers (N=7,683) 

 

 

 

 The majority of PDP (62%), MAPD (70%), and SNP (90%) choosers initially 

elected plans during the SEP as opposed to the AEP. A significant percentage of PDP 

(40%), MAPD (35%), and SNP (47%) choosers made the decision more than a year after 

the most recent assignment or reassignment (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2: Timing of chooser decision relative to last randomization  (N=7,683) 

 

 

 All three groups of choosers had higher proportions of females than non-choosers 

(Table 2).  Non-Hispanic white race was significantly higher among PDP (63.3%) 

choosers and lower among MAPD (43.3%) and SNP (34.7%) choosers when compared to 

non-choosers (57.3%). The percentages of individuals under the age of 65 and/or disabled 

were lower for PDP (60.6%) and MAPD (65.9%) choosers compared to non-choosers 

(67.9%) while higher for SNP (71.0%) choosers. A greater percentage of PDP (13.5% 
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assignment	or	reassignment. 
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choosers resided in nursing homes when compared to non-choosers (9.1%) while both 

MAPD (3.3%) and SNP (4.9%) choosers had lower percentages of institutionalization. 

Every chronic condition was significantly higher among PDP choosers than non-choosers 

with the exception of cancer. In contrast, every chronic condition was more prevalent 

among MAPD and SNP choosers when compared to non-choosers with the exception of 

diabetes. Average monthly Part D spending was higher for PDP ($276) choosers 

compared to non-choosers ($228) and lower for MAPD ($169) and SNP ($192) choosers. 

Benchmark PDP availability during 2007, 2008, and 2009 was consistently lower for 

each chooser group when compared to non-choosers. MA penetration rates were 

statistically significantly higher in MAPD (26.6%) and SNP (29.7%) choosers’ counties 

compared to non-choosers’ counties (20.8%). 

 

Table 2: Characteristics of low-income subsidy recipients by chooser status 
(N=29,784) 

 
        

  

   
Choosers N=7,683 (26%)   

Characteristics 
Non-

choosers 
 

PDP 
chooser 

 

MAPD 
chooser 

 

SNP 
chooser   

 
N=22,101 

 
N=4,251  

 
N=1,331 

 
N=2,101   

 
74% 

 
55% 

 
17% 

 
27%   

Sex (%) 
       

  
Male 45.1 

 
36.7 

 
41.5 

 
37.6   

Female 54.9 
 

63.3 
 

58.6 
 

62.4   
Race/ethnicity (%) 

       
  

Non-Hispanic white 57.3 
 

63.3 
 

43.3 
 

34.7   
Black 21.3 

 
18.6 

 
29.1 

 
28.7   

Other 4.9 
 

4.9 
 

4.8 
 

4.1   
Asian/Pacific Islander 2.6 

 
2.6 

 
3.2 

 
3.9   

Hispanic 13.2 
 

10.0 
 

19.5 
 

28.4   
Native American 0.8 

 
0.6 

 
0.1 

 
0.2   

Age (%) 
       

  
<65 67.9 

 
60.6 

 
65.9 

 
71.0   

65-69 8.3 
 

7.3 
 

14.1 
 

10.3   
70+ 23.8 

 
32.1 

 
20.1 

 
18.7   
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Table 2 Continued          
Institutionalization  (%) 8.8 

 
13.5 

 
3.3 

 
4.9   

Chronic condition flags (%) 
       

  
Alzheimer's disease and  

related dementia 12.8 
 

20.0 
 

4.7 
 

7.5   
Atrial fibrillation 5.9 

 
7.5 

 
3.1 

 
3.5   

Cancer 4.6 
 

4.9 
 

3.8 
 

3.0   
Chronic heart failure 16.5 

 
20.0 

 
10.8 

 
11.4   

Chronic kidney disease 11.6 
 

13.9 
 

5.9 
 

7.0   
Chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disorder 13.6 
 

16.9 
 

9.3 
 

10.5   
Depression 24.8 

 
32.5 

 
15.7 

 
20.1   

Diabetes 23.0 
 

27.5 
 

23.2 
 

22.2   
Osteoporosis 10.8 

 
17.2 

 
9.3 

 
8.8   

Rheumatoid 
arthritis/osteoarthritis 15.8 

 
21.0 

 
11.3 

 
12.0   

Monthly total Part D 
spending- mean (std dev) in $ 228 (364) 

 
276 (435) 

 
169 (271) 

 
192 (325)   

Number of available 
benchmark PDPs- mean (std 
dev) 

       

  

2007 14.0 (4.0)  13.6 (4.2) 
 

13.0 (4.4) 
 

12.6 (4.3)   
2008 12.9 (3.5)  12.5 (3.7) 

 
12.0 (3.5) 

 
11.5 (3.7)   

2009 10.5 (3.2)  9.8 (3.2) 
 

10.0 (3.2) 
 

9.6 (3.5)   
MA penetration rate on June 
2008- mean (std dev) in % 20.8 (13.2) 

 

20.6 
(12.9) 

 

26.6 
(13.5) 

 

29.7 
(13.3)   

        
  

Abbreviations: PDP- stand-alone prescription drug plan, MA- Medicare Advantage 
prescription drug plan, SNP- Special Needs Plan 
All comparisons between each chooser group and the non-chooser group were statistically 
significant at p-value <0.05 except: cancer (PDP chooser), diabetes (MAPD and SNP 
choosers), and MA penetration (PDP chooser). 
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 Most of the PDPs (63%), MAPDs (81%), and SNPs (96.8%) selected by choosers 

qualified as benchmark plans (Table 3). Among choosers who enrolled in non-benchmark 

plans, the average monthly premium was $4.86 in PDPs, $10.54 in MAPDs, and $4.89 in 

SNPs and the 75th percentiles were $6.40 in PDPs, $14.98 in MAPDs, and $5.75 in SNPs.  

 

Table 3: Distribution of premium payments among choosers (N=7,683) 

      

 

PDP 
choosers 

 

MAPD 
choosers 

 

SNP 
choosers 

 
N=4,251 

 
N=1,331 

 
N=2,101 

Benchmark status 
     Benchmark 62.7 

 
81.0 

 
96.8 

Non-benchmark 37.3 
 

19.0 
 

3.2 
Monthly premium above benchmark ($) 

     Mean (std dev) 4.86 (7.38) 
 

10.54 (10.86) 
 

4.89 (9.17) 
Min 0.10 

 
0.10 

 
0.11 

25th 0.86 
 

3.12 
 

0.92 
50th (median) 2.40 

 
8.00 

 
1.50 

75th 6.40 
 

14.98 
 

5.75 
Max 85.50 

 
81.29 

 
53.83 

 

 

 Choosers’ PDPs (91%), MAPDs (90%), and SNPs (87%) covered slightly more 

chemical entities on average than assigned LIS recipients’ plans (85%) (Figure 3). The 

percentage of on-formulary drugs subject to prior authorization ranged from 3 to 4 

percentage points lower than non-choosers’ plans. Quantity limits were applied less 

frequently in choosers’ SNPs than non-choosers’ plans by 4 percentage points. 
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Figure 3: Formulary restrictions among choosers’ plans and plans assigned to non-
choosers (N=1,892 plans) 

 

 

 

 Discussion 

  The LIS Part D plan enrollment policies of randomization with the option of 

choosing have been in place for almost 10 years. Our study is the first examination of 

assigned LIS recipients who subsequently choose their own plans. We found only 26% of 

LIS recipients randomly assigned in 2007 chose their own Part D plans by the end of 

2009, despite the widespread concern surrounding randomization and medication access 

issues and the ability of LIS recipients to switch plans monthly.88 As expected, sicker and 

higher Part D cost individuals who were more likely to experience formulary restrictions 

in their assigned or reassigned plans had a higher likelihood of becoming PDP choosers. 
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We also hypothesized and observed evidence that MAPDs are performing favorable 

selection in the LIS population, as MAPD and SNP choosers appeared healthier than non-

choosers and had lower Part D costs. Although the number of assigned LIS recipients 

who choose their own Part D plans is not significant, studies that examine the impacts of 

randomization on medication use and costs as well as alternative assignment mechanisms 

should separately investigate choosers based on the type of Part D plan initially selected.  

 Medical and not just prescription drug coverage and benefits played a role in the 

decision for the half of choosers who selected MAPDs or SNPs. Most LIS recipients 

became choosers during the SEP, especially among SNP choosers where 90% switched 

during the SEP. This observation among SNP choosers is likely the result of SNPs being 

able to market year-round to beneficiaries. A little less than half of PDP, MAPD, and 

SNP choosers initially selected plans more than a year following the most recent 

assignment or reassignment, suggesting the initial state of assigned plans’ benefits played 

a diminished role in the decision.  

 We discovered minority race/ethnicity groups and individuals under the age of 65 

were less likely to become PDP choosers. The complexity of the PDP marketplace could 

be one potential barrier to choosing PDPs for these two groups of LIS recipients. A 

source of this complexity could be the large number of available PDP plan options, which 

has also been blamed61 for the majority of non-LIS beneficiaries not enrolling in the 

cheapest PDPs based on premiums and out-of-pocket costs.62-64 However, minority race 

and <65 years old beneficiaries were either just as or more likely to choose MAPDs and 

SNPs when compared to non-choosers. These findings on race/ethinicity and 
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age/disability highlight that different barriers likely exist for LIS recipients when 

choosing from the different types of Part D plans.  

 Choosers appeared to be premium-conscious, primarily enrolling in premium-free or 

low premium plans. Choosers’ plans had more generous formulary coverage than the 

plans assigned to non-choosers but the magnitudes of the differences in formulary size 

and rates of the various utilization management tools were small.  

 Our study results have important implications for future policy discussions around 

the topic of beneficiary-centric assignment.  Assignment mechanisms that strive to ensure 

that LIS recipients have continuous unrestricted access to their medications must take 

into account the fact that medication access issues can arise at any time during the year, 

not just during initial plan assignment. Moreover, the combination of beneficiary-centric 

assignment at the beginning of the year enrolling high cost beneficiaries into more 

generous PDPs together with the continuation of the SEP wherein higher cost 

beneficiaries choose more generous PDPs is likely to induce adverse selection into the 

PDP marketplace.  

 CMS has made two recent changes to the random reassignment process. First, in a 

demonstration that ran during our study time period (2007 and 2008), CMS implemented 

a de minimis policy where LIS recipients enrolled in plans with premiums that rose above 

the benchmark by a minimal amount ($1.20 in 2007) would not be reassigned. The de 

minimis policy became a permanent feature in 2011 under the Affordable Care Act 

(ACA). Beginning in 2012, CMS now sends a “Reassign Formulary Notice” to LIS 

recipients facing reassignment that highlights the formulary differences between the 

current and reassignment plan with respect to that individual's drug regimen together with 
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a description of the individual's appeal and grievance rights 4 Our study should be 

reexamined with more recent years of data to examine the impact of these changes to the 

reassignment process on plan enrollment patterns. 

 There are several limitations to our study that warrant discussion. The data used in 

our study are dated and so current chooser enrollment patterns may differ from the 

patterns observed during the study time period because of changes in plan benefit design 

features (e.g. formulary coverage) differ across Part D plans. We also do not know 

whether the LIS recipient or someone else such as a family member was the decision-

maker. The counterintuitive finding that beneficiaries with Alzheimer’s disease and 

related dementia were more likely to become PDP choosers could be an indication that 

someone other than the beneficiary is involved in plan enrollment decisions for 

cognitively impaired LIS recipients. Questions that focus on these issues would be 

worthwhile additions to a large-scale survey such as the Medicare Current Beneficiary 

Survey. Finally, future studies should investigate whether the chooser enrollment 

decision leads to improved medication adherence and health outcomes. Additional 

research in these areas will provide policymakers additional insight into the impact of 

individual plan selection as well as the overall randomization policy. 

 Conclusions 

 In this study, we discovered that few CMS-assigned LIS recipients chose their own 

Part D plans over a three-year period despite the potential for medication access problems 

flowing from assignment and reassignment. PDP choosers were sicker and had higher 

Part D costs compared to non-choosers and enrolled in premium-free or low premium 

plans that had more generous formulary coverage than the plans assigned to non-
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choosers. Future studies of the impacts of randomization on medication use and costs as 

well as alternative assignment mechanisms should separately examine choosers by the 

type of Part D plan initially selected. Stakeholders should consider reducing the 

complexity of the PDP choices faced by LIS recipients, especially for minority 

race/ethnicity and individuals under the age of 65 who we found were less likely to 

choose their own PDPs. 
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Chapter 6: Opting Out of Random Reassignment: Impacts on Drug Use and Costs 

Among Part D Low-income Recipients   

This chapter presents the manuscript for aim 2: To examine the statin use and costs of LIS 

recipients who accept and opt out of random reassignment. 

 Introduction 

 The low-income subsidy (LIS) program of the Medicare Part D prescription drug 

benefit provides premium and cost-sharing support to over 11 million Part D enrollees 

with limited incomes and assets.1 Individuals without current Part D coverage who 

become eligible for the LIS are automatically enrolled in the Part D program and 

randomly assigned to benchmark stand-alone prescription drug plans (PDPs) operating in 

their PDP Regions. Assignment to PDPs with premiums below the average for all plans 

in the PDP Region (the benchmark rate) ensures premium-free enrollment for full subsidy 

LIS recipients. LIS recipients can switch Part D plans during any month through a 

Special Enrollment Period (SEP) that lasts the duration of LIS eligibility. At the end of 

each calendar year, approximately one million full subsidy LIS recipients face random 

reassignment to new benchmark PDPs because their assigned plans lost benchmark 

status.3 Around 10% of these individuals forgo reassignment by exercising their right to 

choose their own Part D plans.59 The random assignment approach used by the Centers 

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has been widely criticized by stakeholders 

and researchers for enrolling LIS recipients in plans that restrict access to their 

medications.49,57,58  

 Individuals affected by reassignment receive a notification letter in late-October that 

presents three enrollment options: 1) accept reassignment, 2) remain in the plan losing 
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benchmark status, or 3) switch to a different plan.4 The letter urges individuals to 

consider premiums and whether plans restrict access to their medications and includes the 

pharmacy they use. The letter provides various resources (e.g. 1-800-Medicare phone 

number, Medicare.gov website) for individuals to properly evaluate plan options. The 

letter also suggests the individual show the letter to a family member, case manager, or 

someone else he or she trusts for help understanding the notice. Whether individuals who 

opt out of reassignment (options #2 and #3) experience fewer formulary restrictions and 

pharmacy changes than individuals who accept reassignment is unknown. Two previous 

studies examined the impact of reassignment on medication use, finding minimal changes 

in medication use between individuals reassigned and not reassigned, but neither directly 

compared individuals who accepted and opted out of reassignment nor described the plan 

premiums paid by individuals who opted out.53,59  

 In the current study, we examine the impact of opting out of reassignment on 

medication use, drug costs, and plan premiums during 2007-2009. We focus on statins 

given the widespread use of both brand and generic drugs within this class during the 

study period. Our outcomes of interest include differences between LIS recipients 

accepting reassignment and those opting out on measures of statin discontinuation and 

switches in therapy (particularly switches from brand to generic products), drug 

adherence, and cost of statin therapy. We also identify the extent to which recipients 

opting out of reassignment are subject to plan premiums.  

 We hypothesized individuals who opt out of reassignment would choose plans that 

have fewer formulary restrictions on their statin medications, which would result in lower 
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rates of discontinuance and statin switches as well as higher brand name use, adherence, 

and drug costs.    

 Methods 

  Sample  

 Study subjects were selected from a 5% random sample of the Medicare population 

provided by the Chronic Condition Data Warehouse (CCW) for the years 2006 to 2009. 

We identified full subsidy LIS recipients who faced reassignment because their originally 

assigned PDPs were losing benchmark status in the upcoming year. The study timeline 

included the calendar year of the reassignment notification (baseline year) and 

subsequent calendar year (follow-up year). We focused on the first reassignment because 

it captures 71% of all individuals who opted out of reassignment during 2006-2009, and 

the numbers of individuals who opted out of their second or third reassignments were 

insufficient to examine separately. We then restricted the study sample to individuals 

who met the following criteria: (1) survived the follow-up year, (2) had at least one statin 

medication fill during the baseline year and statin use that crossed into the follow-up 

year, (3) had continuous Part A and B coverage, continuous full subsidy LIS eligibility, 

and continuous Part D coverage in PDPs during both years, and (4) had completed 

information on demographic variables including age, sex, race and region of residence. 

  Measurement of key study variables 

   Formulary restrictions and statin use 

 We first determined if the last statin filled during the baseline year was off-formulary 

or subjected to prior authorization or step-therapy in the plans in which LIS recipients 
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were enrolled in on January 1st of the follow-up year (either the plan randomly selected 

by CMS or the plan chosen by the LIS recipient). 

 We also examined changes in statin therapy from the baseline to the follow-up year 

including discontinuation and statin switches. LIS recipients were considered to have 

discontinued statin therapy if their last observed statin refill occurred within the first 90 

days of the follow-up year. We used this approach to accommodate transition policies 

afforded to beneficiaries enrolling in new Part D plans that allow either one or multiple 

unrestricted refills within the first 90 days of enrollment in the new plan. Among 

individuals who continued statin therapy after 90 days in the follow-up period, we 

compared the last statin filled in both periods to determine if they switched statins.  

 We also captured brand name statin use and statin adherence during both the baseline 

and follow-up periods. Brand name statin use for each time period was determined by 

examining the brand name/generic status of the last statin fill. Adherence to statin therapy 

was measured using the proportion of days covered (PDC) metric recommended by the 

Pharmacy Quality Alliance.89 The PDC metric accounts for days supply from overlapping 

consecutive statin fills by shifting the start date of the latter fill forward to the end of the 

days supply of the first fill. In the baseline year, the PDC calculation was the number of 

days with supply of statin available divided by the number of days between the first statin 

fill date and December 31st. In the follow-up year, the denominator was 365 days.  

   Cost of statin therapy and premium payments 

 Among individuals who continued statin therapy, we identified payments made by 

all payers, the beneficiary, the plan, and Medicare each year. The Medicare amount 

reflected the positive difference between the plan’s non-LIS beneficiary cost-sharing 
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amount and the LIS copay rate. From these payments, we calculated the cost for a 

standardized 30-day statin fill to take into account differences in days supply across 

individuals and years. The cost for a standardized 30-day statin fill was calculated as the 

sum of the payments from each payer divided by the sum of days supply across statin fills 

made during the year times 30.  

 Among individuals who opted out of reassignment, we determined the percentage 

who made any premium payments and then calculated the distribution of annual premium 

payments for individuals who paid any premiums. Payments for statin therapy and plan 

premiums were adjusted to real 2007 dollars using the medical care component of the 

Consumer Price Index.90  

   Independent variables 

 Our main independent variable was an indicator that equaled 1 if the individual opted 

out of reassignment and 0 if he or she accepted reassignment. We were able to identify 

these two groups through use of a new file developed by CMS that differentiates plan 

elections made by CMS and the beneficiary.  

 Other variables of interest included the last statin filled during the baseline year and 

whether it was off-formulary or subjected to prior authorization or step-therapy in 

recipients’ baseline year plans. We captured beneficiaries’ sex, race/ethnicity, age, and 

US census region from Medicare administrative and enrollment records for January of the 

follow-up year.  The year of first CMS reassignment was included to control for temporal 

differences across the study time period. We determined whether the LIS recipient was 

originally deemed eligible and automatically received the LIS or applied for the LIS.  
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 We also included several measures designed to capture baseline differences in 

disease burden between those accepting and rejecting CMS plan reassignments. First, we 

operationalized the Deyo version of the Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) from 

International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) diagnosis codes found 

on Parts A inpatient hospital, Part B outpatient hospital, and Part B carrier claims.91 We 

identified any evidence of a nursing home stay from Current Procedural Terminology 

(CPT) codes found on Part B claims.87 Institutionalized beneficiaries may also receive 

additional support from providers and caretakers when evaluating available Part D plan 

options. Finally, we counted the number of unique chronic illness medications from Part 

D claims because polypharmacy may negatively impact statin adherence and increases 

the likelihood of opting out of reassignment to avoid formulary restrictions.92 

  Analysis 

 We first compared the characteristics of individuals who accepted and opted out of 

reassignment in bivariate analyses. We then assessed differences in formulary restriction 

rates, discontinuation, and statin switching during the follow-up year in unadjusted 

analyses. Logistic regressions were also estimated predicting discontinuation and statin 

switching as a function of the reassignment decision indicator and the independent 

variable set described above.  

 We examined brand name statin use and statin PDC between the two groups using 

generalized linear models in a difference-in-differences (DID) framework. Brand name 

statin use was modeled using a logistic regression while statin PDC used the identity link 

with the normal distribution. Both DID regressions were a function of the reassignment 

decision indicator, time period indicator, and their interaction term as well as the 
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covariates previously described. The DID regressions were estimated using generalized 

estimating equations (GEE) to account for correlation among individual observations 

across years.  

 We also used DID regressions to examine the costs for a standardized 30-day statin 

fill in four separate regressions for payments made by all payers, the beneficiary, the Part 

D plan, and Medicare. The four DID regressions were estimated with GEE using a log 

link with a gamma distribution and included the same variable set as the brand name 

statin use and statin PDC regressions. The results of all cross-sectional and DID 

regressions are presented as average marginal effects for ease of interpretation and the 

standard errors were calculated using the delta method. We also estimated several 

alternative DID models to examine the robustness of our statin PDC and 30-day statin fill 

cost findings (please see Appendix 6). 

 We report the percentage of individuals who opted out and paid premiums and 

describe the distribution of annual premium payments by reporting the mean, median and 

decile values.   

 Finally, we conducted a sensitivity analysis excluding individuals who changed Part 

D plans during the follow-up year (that is, after their decisions to accept or reject their 

initial CMS reassignments) to determine what role, if any, follow-up year plan changes 

played in our observed results. All analyses were performed using either SAS 9.3 (SAS 

Institute Inc. Cary, NC) or Stata 12 (StataCorp LP College Station, TX). The study was 

determined exempt by the University of Maryland, Baltimore institutional review board. 
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 Results  

  Characteristics of study cohorts 

 After applying the sample selection criteria, 28,610 full subsidy LIS recipients 

remained, of whom 2,174 (7.6%) opted out of reassignment and 26,436 (92.4%) accepted 

reassignment (see Table 4).  

 

Table 4:  Characteristics of low-income subsidy recipients by reassignment decision 
(N=28,610) 

 

Accepted 
reassignment  

 

Opted out of 
reassignmenta  

 
N=26,436 (92.4%) 

 
N=2,174 (7.6%) 

 
%/mean (std dev) 

 
%/mean (std dev) 

Characteristics 
   Demographic & administrative characteristics 

   Sex 
   Male 34.2 

 
31.1 

Female 65.8 
 

69.0 
Race/ethnicity 

   Non-Hispanic white 57.2 
 

69.5 
Minority  42.8 

 
30.1 

Age 
   <65 32.9 

 
29.9 

65-69  13.7 
 

12.4 
70+ 53.4 

 
57.7 

Census region 
   Northeast 20.9 

 
38.2 

Midwest 18.9 
 

16.7 
South 35.0 

 
30.3 

West 25.2 
 

14.9 
Initial LIS pathway 

   Deemed 97.2 
 

95.4 
Applied 2.8 

 
4.7 

Year of reassignment 
   2007 28.4 

 
22.8 

2008 46.4 
 

45.3 
2009 25.3 

 
31.9 

Comorbidity burden 
   Count maintenance medications 9.2 (4.6) 

 
9.5 (4.7) 

Charlson Comorbidity Index 
   0 19.9 

 
19.1 

1-2 41.9 
 

39.9 
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Table 4 Continued    
3+ 38.2 

 
41.0 

Institutionalization 10.5 
 

15.0 
Baseline statin medications and formulary restrictions 

   Baseline statin 
   Crestor 6.0 

 
6.0 

Lipitor 35.9 
 

34.9 
Lovastatin 8.1 

 
8.6 

Pravastatin sodium 4.3 
 

4.7 
Simvastatin 33.5 

 
34.5 

Vytorin 8.7 
 

8.1 
Other 3.6 

 
3.2 

Subjected to formulary restrictions in baseline yearb 3.9 
 

2.4 
Subsequently changed plans during the follow-up period 2.8 

 
6.4 

    aAll comparisons between the opt out of reassignment and accept reassignment groups were statistically 
significant at a p-value of 0.05 except baseline statin (p=0.62) 
bOff-formulary or subject to prior authorization or step therapy. 

  Abbreviations: std dev=standard deviation, LIS=low-income subsidy, SSI=supplemental security income. 
 

 A greater percentage of LIS recipients who opted out of reassignment (69.0%) were 

female when compared to those who accepted reassignment (65.8%) (p<0.01). Those 

opting out also appeared sicker than LIS recipients who accepted reassignment based on 

the average number of chronic illness medications (9.5 versus 9.2; p<0.01), Charlson 

Comorbidity Index scores (41.0% had CCI score of 3+ versus 38.2%; p<0.01) and 

evidence of institutionalization (15.0% versus 10.5%; p<0.01).  

  Statin use 

 LIS recipients who accepted and opted out of reassignment used a similar mix of 

statin medications during baseline (p=0.62), with Lipitor the most widely used statin, 

accounting for about 35% of statin use in both groups.  

 Table 5 presents the baseline and follow-up values for the dependent variables of 

interest and the unadjusted and adjusted differences between the two groups. LIS 

recipients who opted out of reassignment were much less likely to have had their baseline 

statin medications subjected to formulary restrictions in their new plans during the 
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follow-up year (6.8% versus 18.3%; p-value<0.01). The unadjusted and adjusted findings 

for the remaining outcomes were similar, so we present only the adjusted differences in 

this section. Individuals who opted out of reassignment were less likely to discontinue 

statin therapy (-0.8%; p<0.01) during the follow-up period than those who accepted 

reassignment and experienced fewer statin switches across the two years (-7.0%; p<0.01). 

Statin brand name use declined from the baseline period to the follow-up- 

 

Table 5: Differences in statin use by reassignment decision (N=28,610) 

      

  
Opted out of 
reassignment  

Accepted 
reassignment 

      

Outcome by time period N=2,174 N=26,436 
Unadjusted 
difference  

Adjusted 
differencea 

Formulary restrictions 
during follow-up year- % 6.8 18.3 -11.5*  - 

      
Discontinuation- %a 3.8 4.8 -1.0*  -0.8* 

      Switch medications- %b 12.6 19.5 -6.9*  -7.0* 

      Brand use- %b 
     

Baseline period 52.0 53.9 -1.9  0.1 
Change across periods -5.4 -12.2 6.9*  6.8* 
Follow-up period 46.7 41.6 5.1*  7.0* 

      PDC- mean (std dev)b 
     

Baseline period 89.4 (14.9) 88.1 (15.7) 1.3*  0.5 
Change across periods -1.6 (16.8) -2.9 (18.1) 1.3*  1.3* 
Follow-up period 87.8 (17.5) 85.3 (19.2) 2.5*   1.8* 

   
   

aModels additionally controlled for sex, race, age, census region, deemed or applied for LIS, year of 
reassignment, baseline statin, baseline statin subjected to formulary restrictions during baseline year, 
baseline statin adherence, depression, count of maintenance medications, and Charlson Comorbidity 
Index. 
bAmong LIS recipients who did not discontinue statin therapy in the follow-up period (N=27,628). 
*Statistically significant at p-value <0.05 

 

period for both groups, but increased among those who opted out (6.8%; p<0.01) relative 

to those who accepted reassignment. Statin PDC also declined by 1.3 fewer percentage 
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points across the two years for individuals who opted out of reassignment (-1.6%) than 

those who accepted reassignment (-2.9%). The full results of the statin therapy changes 

and statin adherence models can be found in Appendix Table 1. 

 The results from the sensitivity analysis that excluded individuals who changed plans 

during the follow-up year (6.4% of individuals who opted out of reassignment and 2.8% 

of individuals who accepted reassignment) differed only slightly from the main set of 

adjusted results (see Appendix Table 2).  

  Cost of statin therapy and premium payments 

 Among individuals who opted out of reassignment, the cost for a standardized 30-

day statin fill increased between the years by $6.07 for all payers (p<0.01) relative to 

individuals who accepted reassignment (Table 6). The relative cost increases for those 

who opted out when compared to those who accepted reassignment by type of payer were 

$0.27 for the beneficiary (p=0.07), $2.82 for the Medicare program (p<0.01), and $3.23 

for Part D plans (p<0.01). The full results of the 30-day statin fill cost regressions can be 

found in Appendix Table 3. 
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Table 6: Costs for standardized 30-day statin fill by time period and payer 
(N=27,268) 

      
  

Opted out of 
reassignment  

Accepted 
reassignment       

 
N=2,092 N=25,176 

Unadjusted 
difference  

Adjusted 
differencea 

Cost by payer mean (std dev), in $ 
 

Coeff (std err), in 
$ 

All payers 
     

Baseline period 73.66 (44.7) 75.30 (42.81) -1.66 (42.96)  0.10 (1.06) 
Change across periods -15.21 (36.14) -21.49 (38.68) 6.28 (38.49)*  6.07 (1.21)* 
Follow-up period 58.43 (41.17) 53.82 (39.84) 4.61 (39.94)*  6.17 (0.79)* 

      
Out of pocket 

     
Baseline period 1.63 (1.58) 1.78 (1.57) -0.15 (1.57)*  -0.19 (0.06)* 
Change across periods -0.27 (1.36) -0.38 (1.17) 0.12 (1.18)*  0.27 (0.07)* 
Follow-up period 1.36 (1.73) 1.39 (1.31) -0.03 (1.34)  0.08 (0.05) 

      
Medicare 

     
Baseline period 34.94 (26.92) 36.73 (27.45) -1.79 (27.41)*  -0.39 (0.71) 
Change across periods -9.87 (24.43) -7.40 (23.06) 2.48 (24.33)*  2.82 (0.79)* 
Follow-up period 27.54 (22.83) 26.85 (24.45) 0.69 (24.33)  2.44 (0.52)* 

      
Part D plan 

     
Baseline period 37.08 (28.01) 36.80 (27.63) 0.28 (27.66)  0.78 (0.66) 
Change across periods -7.55 (25.04) -11.23 (26.75) 3.68 (26.62)*  3.23 (0.72)* 
Follow-up period 29.53 (24.69) 25.57 (21.83) 3.96 (22.07)*   4.01 (0.50)* 

      aAmong LIS recipients who did not discontinue statin therapy in the follow-up period. 
*Statistically significant at p-value<0.05 

     

 A little more than half of individuals who opted out of reassignment paid some 

premiums during the follow-up year (55.6%) and the average and median annual 

premium payments were $41.78 and $27.60, respectively (Table 7). Slightly more than 

90 percent of individuals who paid any premiums paid less than $88.80 per year. 
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Table 7: Annual premium payments among individuals who opted out of 
reassignment (N=2,714) 

 

Annual premium 
payments 

 

Opted out of 
reassignment 

Responsible for premium payment 55.6% 
Among those paying premiums…  
Mean (std dev), in $ 41.78 (53.85) 
Deciles, in dollars 

 Mininum 0.40 
10th 7.83 
20th 12.71 
30th 16.78 
40th 21.60 
50th (Median) 27.60 
60th 36.00 
70th 40.45 
80th 61.25 
90th 88.80 
Maximum 843.27 

 

 Discussion 

 Nine years after its implementation, the Part D program continues to employ random 

reassignment, putting full subsidy LIS recipients at risk of being enrolled in plans that 

restrict access to their medications or fail to include their pharmacy of choice. The CMS 

reassignment notification provides resources for an individual to evaluate the choice of 

accepting reassignment or opting out by either remaining in the plan losing benchmark 

status or selecting another plan. To our knowledge, this study is the first to compare the 

medication use and costs of full subsidy LIS recipients who accept and opt out of 

reassignment. We discovered individuals who opted out of reassignment were less likely 

than those who accepted reassignment to face formulary restrictions during the follow-up 

year. But the two groups exhibited no meaningful differences in discontinuation rates or 

statin adherence as measured by the PDC. However, statin therapy costs were 
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significantly higher for individuals who opted out of reassignment relative to those who 

accepted due primarily to lower rates of brand to generic switching. Part D plans and 

Medicare—and not the beneficiaries themselves—paid these additional statin therapy 

costs.  

 Over half of individuals who opted out of reassignment were responsible for 

premium payments in their new plans. But the average annual premium payment of 

$42.37 was a small fraction of the $421.08 average annual premium paid by non-LIS 

beneficiaries enrolled in PDPs in 2009.1  

 Altogether, our results would seem to suggest that allowing LIS recipients to opt out 

of reassignment is a fair policy, which permits individuals to exercise their freedom of 

choice, and has minimal impact on medication adherence and costs – at least among 

statin users. The findings of our study also provide additional evidence that random 

reassignment does not have a wide-ranging negative impact on medication adherence in 

the LIS population—at least for statins.  We observed a statistically significant but small 

difference in statin adherence between individuals who accepted and opted out of 

reassignment despite the fact individuals who accepted reassignment were almost 12% 

more likely to have their baseline statins either off-formulary or subject to prior 

authorization or step therapy. Studies that have examined the medication use and 

outcomes of LIS recipients subjected and not subjected to reassignment have also found 

minimal differences.53,55 

 In 2011, CMS began sending additional information to beneficiaries affected by 

reassignment. Each December, CMS now sends a “Reassign Formulary Notice” that 

highlights the formulary differences between the current and reassignment plan with 
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respect to the individual's drug regimen and a description of the individual's appeal and 

grievance rights. The reassignment notification letter sent out in late October also now 

provides the contact information for benchmark PDPs operating in the recipient’s PDP 

region.4 Whether these changes have an impact on the results we observed in this study is 

an area for future research. Another important next step is to investigate how individuals 

or advocates process the information found on the reassignment letter and evaluate plan 

options. Medicare Part D beneficiaries have commonly reported in previous surveys that 

choosing Part D plans is a complicated process because of the large number of plan 

choices and wide array of features.60,67,68 These future examinations could also provide 

insight into the reasons why individuals opt out of reassignment, something that is not 

possible with claims-based data. 

 The results of our study must be interpreted in light of several limitations. 

Endogeneity bias may still exist in our study because opting out of reassignment was an 

active decision made by the individual. Examining the changes over time for certain 

outcomes by using DID models resolves endogeniety bias to a certain extent by 

differencing out time invariant but unobserved differences in characteristics between the 

two groups. The lower rates of formulary restrictions observed among individuals who 

opted out of reassignment also strengthens the casual interpretation that opting out of 

reassignment leads to slight improvement in statin adherence. 

 We were also unable to include LIS recipients who faced reassignment because their 

assigned PDPs were being terminated at the end of the year because of the inability to 

distinguish between plan consolidations and terminations. But plan terminations account 

for a small percentage of reassignments. Of the 1,172,651 recipients receiving 
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reassignment notifications in October 2009, only 15,998 or 1.4% were due to plan 

terminations.5 It is also important to note that the current statin market is substantially 

different than the one during the study time period as several brand name drugs including 

Lipitor (Pfizer, Collegeville, PA) have gone off-patent since the end of the study period. 

This limits the generalizability of our results, but we believe our findings are still relevant 

when put into the context of therapeutic classes with brand name drugs that account for a 

significant percentage of sales volume. Further research is needed to replicate our 

findings with more recent years of data and in other therapeutic areas.  

 Conclusions 

 LIS recipients who accept and opt out of reassignment have similar statin utilization 

patterns and similar adherence rates prior to their reassignment decisions. However, those 

opting out are both less likely to discontinue statin use and to use higher rates of brand 

statins following reassignment. Higher brand use results in higher costs for Part D plans 

and the Medicare program. The decision to opt out of reassignment also leaves a 

significant proportion of LIS recipients responsible for premiums. Further research is 

needed to determine whether the findings from this study apply to other medication 

classes and if new CMS notification procedures have altered beneficiaries’ response to 

reassignment. 
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Chapter 7: Comparison of medication adherence among dual eligibles in Medicare 

managed care and fee-for-service 

This chapter presents the manuscript for aim 3: To compare statin and angiotensin 

converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers medication adherence for 

dual eligibles enrolled in Medicare Advantage and Medicare fee-for-service. 

 Introduction 

 In 2010, nine million Americans were enrolled in the Medicare program and 

receiving at least some Medicaid benefits. The benefits received by dual eligibles in the 

Medicaid program ranges from partial or full Medicare Parts A and B cost-sharing 

support to additional coverage for long-term services and supports not covered by the 

Medicare program.93 The majority of dual eligibles (77% in 2012)94 are enrolled in the 

Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) program for Part A hospital and Part B medical coverage 

and stand-alone prescription drug plans for Medicare Part D prescription drug coverage. 

Fragmented and uncoordinated care has long been blamed for the poor outcomes and 

higher spending observed in the dual eligible Medicare FFS population.20 Medication 

adherence is an integral part of quality care for the 41% of dual eligibles with multiple 

chronic diseases.20 Medicare Advantage prescription drug plans (MAPDs) and a special 

type of MAPD called dual eligible Special Needs Plans (D-SNPs) are two managed care 

Medicare enrollment options largely ignored by dual eligibles (only 23% were enrolled in 

2012)20 whose benefits and services could improve their adherence to chronic illness 

medications when compared to FFS.  

 MAPDs and D-SNPs have a financial incentive to invest in medication management. 

Medicare managed care plans compete for beneficiaries through lower premiums and 
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supplemental benefits based on plans’ expected healthcare costs. The best available 

evidence95 suggests that improving enrollees’ chronic medications adherence can lower 

overall healthcare costs, giving plans a competitive edge through lower premiums and 

more generous benefit packages. 

 The provision of both medical and pharmacy benefits enables MAPDs and D-SNPs 

to identify enrollees most likely to benefit from interventions that directly or indirectly 

impact medication adherence (e.g. medication therapy management programs,96 disease 

management services,97 and care-setting transition programs98). MAPDs also routinely 

offer reduced Part A and B cost-sharing as supplemental benefits, which may decrease 

cost-related medication nonadherence among dual eligibles who do not qualify for full 

cost-sharing support from the Medicaid program by increasing available income to spend 

on drugs. Unlike typical MAPDs, D-SNPs restrict enrollment to dual eligibles and are 

expected to improve care for dual eligibles by tailoring services and benefits to the needs 

of the population, especially coordinating care for full dual eligibles between the 

Medicare and Medicaid programs.  

 It is unknown whether services offered by MAPDs and D-SNPs result in improved 

medication management compare to the Medicare FFS setting.11,99 Studies that have 

compared the medication adherence of beneficiaries enrolled in Medicare managed care 

and FFS have focused on the non-dual eligible population and found few differences 

between the two groups.75,76 Erten, et al. compared adherence to oral-antidiabetics, 

ACEIs/ARBs, and antihyperlipidemics among FFS and MAPD non-dual eligible 

enrollees with diabetes and found lower probability use for oral-antidiabetics (-4%) and 

ACEI/ARBs (-2%) among FFS enrollees, but higher adherence (3%-5%) when compared 
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to MAPD enrollees. Jung, et al. compared statin adherence among non-LIS FFS and 

MAPD enrollees and found slightly higher adherence (1.4%) among MAPD enrollees. 

Although these two studies found modest adherence differences between non-dual 

eligible FFS and MAPD enrollees for the medication classes they examined, one could 

expect MAPDs and D-SNPs to have a more significant positive impact on medication 

adherence among dual eligibles because of the greater opportunities to improve quality of 

care. 

 In this study, we examine the impact of MAPD and D-SNP enrollment on 

medication adherence in a large sample of dual eligible Part D enrollees over a 24-month 

period during 2006-2009. We compare both utilization patterns for individuals with 

continuous enrollment in FFS, MAPD, and D-SNP together with an analysis of 

individuals who switched from FFS to managed care plans during the study period. This 

latter group was of special interest because it offered us the opportunity to perform a 

quasi-experimental pre/post study design that controls for unobserved but time-invariant 

confounders. We also examine discontinuation rates and refill delays in those 

transitioning from FFS to managed care. Disruptions in medication use may result from 

different formulary provisions in the original and new plans. We hypothesized that 

medication adherence would be higher in the managed care groups compared to the FFS 

group and that some plan switchers would either discontinue drug use or delay refills 

after the plan switch. We conducted the study among users of two highly prevalent 

medication classes in the Medicare population: statins for treatment of hyperlipidemia100 

and angiotensin converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin receptor blockers 
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(ACEIs/ARBs) used in treating hypertension, kidney disease, and various cardiovascular 

conditions.101,102 

 Methods 

  Data source, observation period, and sample selection 

 Study subjects were selected from a random 5% sample of the Medicare Chronic 

Condition Warehouse data for 2006-2009. The files include administrative enrollment 

and demographic information, Part A and B claims from the FFS program, and 

prescription drug claims paid under the Medicare Part D program. Individuals were 

followed over 24 consecutive months. 

 The process for selecting the study samples was the same for users of statins and 

ACEIs/ARBs. First, we identified users of each type of drug with at least 12 months of 

FFS coverage followed by at least 12 months of MAPD or D-SNP enrollment. For 

switchers, the date of transition from FFS to MAPDs or D-SNPs was designated as the 

index date, with the 12 months prior to that designated the “baseline” period and the 12 

months post index month the “follow-up” period. This provided a natural pre/post 

comparison series for plan switchers. Next, 12-month baseline and follow-up periods 

were constructed for continuing enrollees in FFS, MAPD, and D-SNP by randomly 

selecting an (artificial) index date for individuals in each group. The range from which 

the random index date was selected included months between 12 months after and before 

the first and last continuous enrollment month, respectively. These procedures resulted in 

five subsamples for the two drug classes of interest, two groups of FFS to MAPD and 

FFS to D-SNP switchers (called MAPD-switch and D-SNP-switch, respectively) and 

three groups of continuing enrollees in FFS (FFS-continuous), MAPD (MAPD-
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continuous), and D-SNP (D-SNP continuous), each tracked for two sequential 12-month 

periods. Lastly, we restricted each study group to individuals with continuous dual 

eligibility and drug availability at the beginning of the follow-up period from their last 

statin or ACEI/ARB prescription in the pre-period. This last restriction ensured that no 

one had discontinued medication use prior to the follow-up period. 

  Drug utilization measures 

 Statin and ACEI/ARB use was assessed using three measures: 1) adherence based 

proportion of days covered (PDC) in both the baseline and follow-up periods, 2) days to 

first refill in the follow-up period, and 3) drug discontinuation during follow up. The 

PDC and refill delay measures were only captured among individuals who did not 

discontinue therapy. PDC was measured using methods approved by the Pharmacy 

Quality Alliance.89 We started computing PDC by determining if each day between the 

first fill date in the baseline period and the end of the follow-up period was covered by a 

fill. This process accounted for overlapping days supply resulting from early refills by 

pushing the days supply forward in time. The PDC was calculated during the baseline 

period as the number of days of statin supply divided by the total number of days 

between the first fill date and the index date. The PDC was calculated during the follow-

up period in a similar manner but between the first refill date and the last date of the 

follow-up period. 

 CMS has a transition policy whereby enrollees switching to a new Part D plan may 

refill a drug from their former plan for up to 90 days duration regardless of whether that 

drug is restricted on the new plan’s formulary. The number of refills allowed during the 

90-day transition period differs by place of residence, with nursing home residents 
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permitted an unlimited number of 28 days supply refills and community residents 

permitted only one refill of any days supply. To accommodate this policy, we considered 

a switcher to have discontinued their medication only if there were no refills following 

the last qualified transition refill.  Likewise for switchers, days to first refill were counted 

from the end of days supply from the last qualified transition refill. We were able to 

distinguish between nursing home and community residents because an administrative 

Part D cost-sharing variable captures the zero copay policy for dual eligibles residing in 

nursing homes.  

  Other variables 

 We adjusted for a number of potential confounding variables in the analysis. 

Demographic and enrollment factors included sex, race/ethnicity (minority or non-

Hispanic white), age (<65, 65-70, 70+), US census region, and type of dual eligibility 

(partial or full dual eligibility) from Medicare administrative and enrollment records of 

the first month in the baseline period. The lack of medical claims from the baseline and 

follow-up periods for the MAPD-continuous and D-SNP-continuous groups prevented us 

from creating customary measures of comorbidity such as the Charlson Cormorbidity 

Index. However, the availability of PDE data for all groups did allow us to count the 

number of chronic illness medications filled during the baseline period to control for 

comorbidity differences.92 The number of months between the index month and January 

2006 was captured to address potential temporal differences among the various 

subsamples.  
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 Analysis 

 We first display characteristics of statin and ACEI/ARB users in bivariate analyses 

comparing the FFS-continuous group with each of the four managed care groups 

(MAPD-switch, D-SNP-switch, MAPD-continuous, D-SNP-continuous).  

Next, we present unadjusted and adjusted outcomes for statin and ACEI/ARB users.  

Adjusted estimates were obtained from a series of multiple regressions for PDC, refill 

delay, and discontinuance. PDC was estimated using a difference-in-differences (DID) 

regression and included the enrollment group indicators (the FFS-continuous group was 

the reference category), time period indicator, and their interaction terms as well as all of 

the covariates described above. The DID regression used an identity link and a normal 

distribution and was estimated using generalized estimating equations to account for 

intra-individual correlations. The coefficient on the enrollment group indicator provided 

the baseline period comparison, interaction term the change across time periods 

comparison, and the sum of the enrollment group indicator and interaction term the 

follow-up period comparison. A negative binomial regression model was used to estimate 

days to first refill and logistic regression was used to model drug discontinuation. These 

two cross-sectional models (days to first refill and drug discontinuation) included the 

enrollment group indicators and all of the covariates previously described. 

 All analyses were performed using either SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc. Cary, NC) or 

Stata 12 (StataCorp LP College Station, TX). Results are reported as average marginal 

effects for ease of interpretation. The study was determined exempt by the University of 

Maryland, Baltimore institutional review board. 
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 Results 

  Results for statin cohort 

 The final statin sample included 92,288 dual eligibles of whom 77,859 (84.4%) were 

FFS-continuous, 6,578 (7.1%) were MAPD-continuous, 5,055 (5.5%) were D-SNP-

continuous, 736 (0.8%) were MAPD-switch, and 2,060 (2.2%) D-SNP-switch. The 

characteristics of each enrollment group are shown in Table 8.  

 

Table 8: Characteristics of dual eligible statin users by enrollment group (N=92,288) 

         
 

  
FFS-

continuous 
MAPD-

continuous   
D-SNP-

continuous   
MAPD-
switch   

D-SNP-
switch  

Characteristics N=77,859 N=6,578 
 

N=5,055 
 

N=736 
 

N=2,060  

 
84.4% 7.1% 

 
5.5% 

 
0.8% 

 
2.2%  

Sex (%)   
       

 
Male 32.4 26.4 

 
30.5 

 
30.3 

 
32.4  

Female 67.6 73.6 
 

69.5 
 

67.6 
 

67.6  
Race (%)   

        
Non-Hispanic white 63.3 59.9 

 
50.9 

 
54.1 

 
36.3  

Minority  36.7 40.1 
 

49.1 
 

45.9 
 

63.7  
Age (%)   

        
<65 34.0 16.5 

 
31.1 

 
26.5 

 
31.6  

65-69  16.2 16.9 
 

20.6 
 

20.2 
 

22.4  
70+ 49.8 66.7 

 
48.3 

 
53.3 

 
46.1  

Census region (%)   
        

Northeast 21.3 24.9 
 

39.5 
 

17.9 
 

26.8  
Midwest 20.6 12.5 

 
12.0 

 
17.9 

 
8.8  

South 39.6 40.3 
 

24.5 
 

49.5 
 

37.7  
West 18.6 22.4 

 
24.0 

 
14.7 

 
26.7  

Type of dual eligibility (%)   
       

 
Partial 20.7 62.0 

 
11.3 

 
51.8 

 
15.5  

Full 79.3 38.0 
 

88.8 
 

48.2 
 

84.5  Months b/w Jan 2006 & index 
month- mean (std dev) 25.3 (7.3) 26.4 (7.5) 

 
26.2 (7.3) 

 

25.7 
(8.4) 

 

25.7 
(7.1)  

Count maintenance 
medications- mean (std dev) 9.5 (4.8) 8.4 (4.3)   9.0 (4.5)   

8.7 
(4.3)   8.8 (4.3)  

          
Abbreviations: D-SNP=Dual eligible Special Needs Plans, FFS= Medicare fee-for-service and stand-alone 
prescription drug plan, MAPD= Medicare Advantage prescription drug plan.  
All comparisons with the continuing FFS group were statistically significant with p-values<0.05 except for 
sex (switch MAPD and D-SNP) and months b/w Jan 2006 & index month (switch MAPD).  
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All managed care enrollment groups were more likely to be of minority race and less 

likely to have qualified for Medicare based on disability or certain diseases (age <65). A 

greater percentage of individuals were partial dual eligibles in the MAPD-continuous and 

MAPD-switch groups. Managed care enrollees also appeared healthier based on the 

lower average number of chronic illness medications.  

 The baseline and follow-up values of the statin outcome variables for each 

enrollment group and the unadjusted and adjusted differences between each managed 

care group and the FFS-continuous group in the baseline and follow-up periods and the 

changes across the time periods can be found in Table 9.  
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Table 9: Unadjusted and adjusted outcomes by enrollment group and time period 
among statin users (N=92,288) 

 
      
  

FFS-
continuous 

MAPD-
continuous 

D-SNP-
continuous 

MAPD-
switch 

D-SNP-
switch 

Outcome by time period N=77,859 N=6,578 N=5,055 N=736 N=2,060 
PDC- mean (std dev)a           
Baseline period 88.9 (17.7) 88.5 (18.1) 87.8 (16.0) 87.6 (16.3) 85.7 (17.9) 

Unadjusted difference ref -0.4* -1.1* -1.3* -3.2* 
Adjusted differenceb ref <0.1 -0.8* -0.4 -1.9* 

Change across periods -3.0 (20.3) -2.4 (19.7) -3.2 (20.1) -2.0 (19.1) -2.1(21.5) 
Unadjusted difference  ref 0.6* -0.2 1.0 0.9** 
Adjusted differenceb ref 0.7* -0.2 1.0 0.9** 

Follow-up period 85.9 (20.3) 86.1 (19.7) 84.7 (20.8) 85.6 (20.1) 83.6 (21.3) 
Unadjusted difference  ref 0.2 -1.2* -0.3 -2.3* 
Adjusted differenceb ref 0.7* -0.9* 0.6 -1.0* 

      Days to first refill during 
follow-up- mean (std dev)a 8.2 (27.8) 8.9 (29.2) 10.0 (32.8) 16.9 (45.9) 16.7 (43.2) 

Unadjusted difference ref 0.8* 1.8* 8.7* 8.5* 
Adjusted differenceb Ref -0.2 1.1* 6.4* 6.6* 

      Discontinuation b/f first 
refill during follow-up- % 1.7 1.9 1.3 4.4 4.7 

Unadjusted difference  ref 0.2 -0.4* 2.7* 3.0* 
Adjusted differenceb ref 0.1 -0.5* 2.5* 2.5* 
            

Abbreviations: FFS=fee-for-service, MAPD=Medicare Advantage prescription drug plan, D-
SNP=dual eligible Special Needs Plan, PDC=proportion of days covered. 
*p-value <0.05, **p-value<0.10. 
aRestricted to individuals who did not discontinue statin therapy before first refill in the follow-up 
period (N=90,691). 
bModel additionally controlled for age, sex, race, census region, type of dual eligibility, months b/w 
Jan 2006 and index month, and count of chronic illness medications filled during baseline period. 

 

We focus the presentation on the adjusted differences between each managed care group 

and the FFS-continuous group that were statistically significant, but complete statin 

regression results are shown in Appendix Table 4. The D-SNP-continuous (-0.8%) and 

D-SNP-switch (-1.9%) groups had slightly lower average PDC than the FFS-continuous 

group during the baseline period. Average follow-up PDC was only 0.7 percentage points 

higher in the MAPD-continuous group and about 1 percentage point lower in the D-SNP-
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continuous and D-SNP-switch groups when compared to the FFS-continuous group. The 

MAPD-continuous (0.7%) and D-SNP-switch (0.9%) groups maintained slightly higher 

adherence from the baseline to follow-up period when compared to the FFS-continuous 

group, although adherence for all three groups declined. The average numbers of days to 

first refill was higher in the D-SNP-continuous (1.1 day), MAPD-switch (6.4 days), and 

D-SNP-switch groups (6.6 days) compared to the FFS-continuous group. The D-SNP-

continuous group were less likely (-0.5%) and the MAPD-switch and D-SNP-switch 

groups (both 2.5%) were more likely to discontinue before first refill in the follow-up 

period when compared to the FFS-continuous group.   

  Results for ACEI/ARB users 

 There was an overlap of 52% between the statin (N=92,288) and ACEI/ARB 

(N=102,778) samples. The characteristics of the two cohorts are roughly similar as can be 

seen by comparing Tables 8 and 10.  

 

Table 10:  Characteristics of dual eligible ACEI/ARB users by enrollment group 
(N=102,778) 

         
 

  
FFS-

continuous 
MAPD-

continuous   
D-SNP-

continuous   
MAPD-
switch   

D-SNP-
switch  

Characteristics N=86,706 N=7,500 
 

N=5,441 
 

N=844 
 

N=2,267  

 
84.4% 7.3% 

 
5.3% 

 
0.8% 

 
2.2%  

Sex (%)   
       

 
Male 29.7 24.6 

 
28.7 

 
28.2 

 
30.8  

Female 70.3 75.4 
 

71.3 
 

71.8 
 

69.3  
Race (%)   

        
Non-Hispanic white 59.8 57.2 

 
46.9 

 
50.7 

 
33.8  

Minority  40.3 42.8 
 

53.1 
 

49.3 
 

66.2  
Age (%)   

        
<65 30.3 14.3 

 
27.6 

 
24.1 

 
30.2  

65-69  15.0 16.1 
 

19.8 
 

18.3 
 

21.8  
70+ 54.6 69.6 

 
52.7 

 
57.7 

 
48.0  

Census region (%)   
        

Northeast 19.6 22.6 
 

37.4 
 

15.2 
 

26.7  
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Table 10 Continued          
Midwest 20.4 13.1 

 
13.8 

 
18.0 

 
9.7  

South 41.6 41.8 
 

25.1 
 

50.8 
 

38.9  
West 18.5 22.5 

 
23.8 

 
16.0 

 
24.8  

Type of dual eligibility (%)   
       

 
Partial 21.4 62.3 

 
11.7 

 
51.9 

 
15.6  

Full 78.6 37.7 
 

88.3 
 

48.1 
 

84.4  Months b/w Jan 2006 & index 
month- mean (std dev) 25.1 (7.4) 26.1 (7.6) 

 
26.1 (7.4) 

 

25.7 
(8.4) 

 

25.7 
(7.1)  

Count maintenance 
medications- mean (std dev) 9.2 (4.7) 8.2 (4.2)   8.8 (4.5)   

8.3 
(4.2)   8.6 (4.2)  

          
Abbreviations: D-SNP=Dual eligible Special Needs Plans, FFS= Medicare fee-for-service and stand-alone 
prescription drug plan, MAPD= Medicare Advantage prescription drug plan.  
aAll comparisons with the continuous FFS group had p-values <0.05 except for sex (continuous D-SNP 
and switch D-SNP) and months b/w Jan 2006 and & index month (switch MAPD).  

 

The D-SNP-continuous and D-SNP-switch groups had lower adjusted average PDC than 

the FFS-continuous group during the baseline period by -0.5 and -1.3 percentage points, 

respectively (Table 11). Follow-up period PDC was 1.1 percentage points higher in the 

MAPD-continuous group than the FFS-continuous group after adjustment. The MAPD-

continuous and D-SNP-switch groups exhibited relative increases in PDC across the time 

periods of 0.9 and 1.5 percentage points, respectively, when compared to the FFS-

continuous group. Higher adjusted average number of days to first refill and 

discontinuation rates were again observed for the MAPD-switch and D-SNP-switch 

groups relative to the FFS-continuous group. Please see Appendix Table 5 for the 

complete results of the ACEI/ARB regressions. We also estimated several alternative 

DID models to examine the robustness of our statin PDC and these results can be found 

in Appendix 6. 
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Table 11: Unadjusted and adjusted outcomes by enrollment group and time period 
among ACEI/ARB users (N=102,778) 

      
  

FFS-
continuous 

MAPD-
continuous 

D-SNP-
continuous 

MAPD-
switch 

D-SNP-
switch 

Outcome by time period N=86,706 N=7,500 N=5,461 N=844 N=2,267 
PDC- mean (std dev)a           
Baseline period 90.4 (14.4) 90.7 (14.0) 89.8 (14.9) 89.1 (15.2) 88.2 (15.9) 

Unadjusted difference  ref 0.3* -0.6* -1.3* -2.2* 
Adjusted differenceb ref 0.2 -0.5** -1.0 -1.3* 

Change across periods -3.6 (20.7) -2.7 (19.7) -3.3 (20.0) -2.5 (20.9) -2.1 (21.1) 
Unadjusted difference  ref 0.9* 0.3 1.1 1.5* 
Adjusted differenceb ref 0.9* 0.3 1.1 1.5* 

Follow-up period 86.8 (20.5) 88.0 (19.3) 86.5 (20.6) 86.6 (20.7) 86.1 (20.2) 
Unadjusted difference  ref 1.2* -0.3 -0.2 -0.7 
Adjusted differenceb ref 1.1* -0.2 0.1 0.2 

      Days to first refill during 
follow-up- mean (std dev)a 6.8 (25.7) 7.3 (27.1) 7.4 (27.2) 12.9 (40.2) 13.6 (39.7) 

Unadjusted difference  ref 0.5 0.6 6.1* 6.8* 
Adjusted differenceb ref 0.5** 0.2 5.6* 5.0* 
            

Discontinuation b/f first 
refill during follow-up- % 1.9 1.7 1.7 5.0 4.3 

Unadjusted difference  ref -0.3** -0.2 3.1* 2.4* 
Adjusted differenceb ref -0.2 -0.2 3.1* 2.4* 

            
Abbreviations: FFS=fee-for-service, MAPD=Medicare Advantage prescription drug plan, D-
SNP=dual eligible Special Needs Plan, PDC=proportion of days covered. 
*p-value <0.05, **p-value<0.10. 
aRestricted to individuals who did not discontinue ACEI/ARB therapy at beginning of follow-up 
period (N=100,727). 
bModel additionally controlled for age, sex, race, census region, type of dual eligibility, months b/w 
Jan 2006 and index month, and count of chronic illness medications filled during baseline period. 

 

 Discussion 

 Our study is one of the first to examine the impact of Medicare managed care 

enrollment on dual eligibles’ medication adherence. Of note, the transition from FFS to 

MAPDs or D-SNPs is associated with higher discontinuation rates and longer times to 

first refill among dual eligibles using statins and ACEIs/ARBs. Future studies should 

examine if switching from MAPDs and D-SNPs to FFS also causes medication access 

issues for dual eligibles. CMS and plans should consider additional safeguards to ensure 
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dual eligibles switching from FFS to the Medicare Advantage program do not experience 

disruptions in medication use. 

 The associations between enrollment in MAPD and D-SNP and higher medication 

adherence for dual eligibles were inconsistent. Statin and ACEI/ARB adherence was 

higher than the continuing FFS group only for the continuing MAPD group. But we did 

observe individuals continuously enrolled in MAPDs and those who switched enrollment 

to D-SNPs maintained higher adherence to both medication classes over the study time 

period when compared to those continuously enrolled in FFS. However, the PDC 

differences were small in magnitude (less than 2 percentage points). The increases in 

statin and ACEI/ARB adherence over time for the continuing D-SNP and switched to 

MAPD groups, compared to continuing FFS, were small in magnitude and statistically 

insignificant. The small but positive differences we observed in statin and ACEI/ARB 

adherence among dual eligibles enrolled in MAPDs and D-SNPs when compared to FFS 

are largely consistent with the results of studies that examined adherence for the same 

classes among non-dual eligible FFS and MAPD enrollees. Future research that follows 

dual eligibles over a longer period of time is warranted as these small differences in statin 

and ACEI/ARB adherence may grow over time. We also encourage MAPDs and D-SNPs 

to provide additional information on the services (e.g. care transition, medication therapy 

management) found in their plans that are related to medication management.   

 The movement of dual eligibles into Medicare managed care is likely to continue in 

the future despite limited evidence that these plans provide higher quality of care in this 

population. To test the effects of new managed care programs emphasizing care 

coordination, a current CMS demonstration across eleven states has managed care plans 
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provide both Medicare and Medicaid benefits to a subset of the state’s dual eligible 

population under a capitated financial alignment model.103 Managed care plans 

participating in the demonstration are financially liable and required to demonstrate 

savings to both programs.  

 D-SNP operations have been affected by several policy changes since the end of our 

study period. Beginning in 2010, D-SNPs were required to contract with state Medicaid 

agencies and detail their responsibilities and financial obligations to provide or arrange 

for Medicaid benefits. CMS also began requiring D-SNPs approval by the National 

Committee on Quality Assurance based on evaluation of a Model of Care (MOC). The 

extent these policy changes have affected medication management in D-SNPs is 

unclear.12 Additional research with more recent data is required to examine what effect 

these policy changes have had on the D-SNP results we observed in this study.  

 The results of our study must be viewed in the light of several limitations. 

Endogeneity bias remains a potential issue in our study because enrollment in Medicare 

managed care was an active decision made by the individual. However, the medication 

management services offered by these plans are just one of the many other important 

considerations (e.g. changing medical providers) that dual eligibles must take into 

account when deciding to enroll in the Medicare Advantage program. The DID study 

design controls for unobserved time-invariant differences in the managed care and FFS 

comparisons. The sample restriction to individuals with drug availability at the beginning 

of the follow-up period strengthens the study design by limiting differences in trends 

between the control and comparison groups during the pre-period. Other approaches such 

as instrumental variable (IV) analysis could also address the potential endogeneity bias 
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remaining in our study, but identifying at least two instruments that are strongly 

associated with MAPD and D-SNP enrollment is a difficult task. More importantly, the 

critical assumption of IV analysis that the instruments and the error terms may often be 

violated.  

 Another limitation of our study is the majority of individuals in our analysis were 

prevalent statin and ACEI/ARB users, so it remains unclear how medication adherence 

for incident users differs in the Medicare managed care and FFS settings. The zero copay 

policy we used to identify dual eligibles residing in nursing homes only applies to full 

and not partial dual eligibles. Estimates have put the percentage of partial dual eligibles 

living in nursing homes at less than 0.5%.104 Additional limitations include the small 

sample sizes found in the MAPD-switch group and the possibility our statin and 

ACEI/ARB results are not generalizable to other medication classes. 

 Conclusions 

 Dual eligibles encounter medication access issues that negatively impact adherence 

to statin and ACEI/ARB therapy when they switch enrollment from Medicare FFS to 

MAPDs and D-SNPs. It remains unclear whether in the long-term MAPDs and D-SNPs 

improve dual eligibles’ adherence to statin and ACEI/ARB medications. Plans and 

policymakers should provide additional information on the services and benefits provided 

by MAPDs and D-SNPs that allow researchers to meaningfully characterize medication 

management in these plans. 
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Chapter 8: Summary   

 LIS recipients face various challenges when evaluating Part D plans. Many are users 

of multiple chronic illness medications and characteristics such as low education, English 

language difficulty, and cognitive impairment are highly prevalent in the population. The 

randomization of LIS recipients to benchmark PDPs eliminates premiums but may enroll 

individuals in plans that do not cover their medications or restrict access through use of 

utilization management tools. The impacts of randomization on medication adherence 

and health outcomes remains unclear, partly because of the limited information available 

on the group of assigned LIS recipients who choose their own plans. 

 In aim 1, I discovered that only 26% of assigned LIS recipients ended up choosing 

their own Part D plans by the end of a three year period. Almost half initially selected 

MAPDs or D-SNPs, suggesting prescription drug coverage was not the only factor 

involved in the decision for a significant number of choosers. I also observed that PDP 

choosers had higher rates of certain chronic illnesses and higher average monthly total 

Part D costs when compared to non-choosers. In contrast, MAPD and D-SNP choosers 

appeared healthier and had lower Part D costs than non-choosers, suggesting Medicare 

Advantage plans are using favorable selection in both the general Medicare population 

and the LIS population. The formularies of choosers’ plans included more drugs on 

average and less frequently applied utilization management tools to covered drugs when 

compared to the plans assigned to non-choosers. But the magnitude of the differences in 

formulary size and rates of utilization management tools were small. 

 In aim 2 of my dissertation, I examined the impact of the chooser decision on 

medication use and costs in the context of statin users who accepted of opted out of their 
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reassignment notification by choosing PDPs. LIS recipients who opted out of 

reassignment were much less likely to experience formulary restrictions on their statin 

medications than those who accepted reassignment, which in turn led to lower rates of 

statin switching and higher rates of brand name use. The cost for a 30-day statin fill 

increased for the Medicare program and Part D plans among those who opted out of 

reassignment relative to reassignees. Despite the lower rates of formulary restrictions, 

those who opted out of reassignment had similar discontinuation rates and statin 

adherence as measured by PDC when compared to those who accepted reassignment. 

Most of the LIS recipients who opted out of reassignment paid zero or minimal premiums 

in their chosen plans. Altogether, these results suggest allowing LIS recipients to opt out 

of reassignment is a fair policy that lets them maintain access to their statin medications, 

but has minimal impact on statin adherence and costs. Additional research is to needed to 

understand the impacts of the chooser decision on medication use and costs in situations 

other than facing reassignment. 

 In recent years, policymakers have focused on addressing the fragmented and 

uncoordinated care received by dual eligibles in Medicare and Medicaid to improve 

health outcomes and reduce costs to both programs. Adherence to chronic illness 

medications is a critical aspect of quality care for the majority of dual eligibles diagnosed 

with one or more chronic illnesses. MAPDs have the financial incentive to offer services 

and benefits (e.g. care transition) that improve dual eligibles’ medication adherence 

through care coordination of medical and prescription drug coverage. D-SNPs are further 

expected to tailor their services and benefits to the needs of the dual eligible population, 

including coordinating the care and benefits across the Medicare and Medicaid programs. 
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Previous research that has examined the relationship of Medicare Advantage enrollment 

and medication adherence has focused on the non-dual eligible Medicare population. 

 In aim 3, I discovered that dual eligibles who were continuously enrolled in MAPDs 

and D-SNPs and those who switched from Medicare FFS maintained higher adherence to 

statin and ACEI/ARB therapy when compared to dual eligibles continuously enrolled in 

Medicare FFS. But the magnitudes of the differences were small and in many cases 

statistically insignificant. However, further research is required that follows these dual 

eligibles for longer periods of time than the one year in the current study, as these small 

differences may grow over time. The major finding of the study was that dual eligibles 

who transitioned from Medicare FFS to MAPDs or D-SNPs experienced higher rates of 

discontinuation and refill delays when compared to dual eligibles continuously enrolled 

in Medicare FFS. Policymakers should consider including additional safeguards in the 

plan transition policy to ensure dual eligibles who switch enrollment from Medicare FFS 

to Medicare Advantage do not experience disruptions in medication use.   

 Part D policymakers face a difficult task balancing LIS recipients’ medication access 

with the costs to beneficiaries and the Part D program. It remains unclear whether 

randomization to benchmark PDPs will remain the default process for assigning LIS 

recipients in the future or if it will be replaced by an alternative involuntary assignment 

mechanism. Regardless of the involuntary process used to assign LIS recipients, they will 

always have the right to choose their own plans. Examining the enrollment patterns of 

choosers and determining the impact of the decision on medication use and costs are 

necessary steps to properly evaluate any assignment policy.  
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 Alternative service delivery and payment structures to Medicare FFS may improve 

quality of care and beneficiaries’ health outcomes while also reducing costs. Subgroups 

of the Medicare population such as dual eligibles who have historically received 

uncoordinated care and had poor outcomes and high costs hold the greatest opportunity to 

achieve these three aims. Furthermore, improving the medication adherence of dual 

eligibles is a key component to improving quality care and health outcomes and lowering 

costs. Unfortunately, it still remains unclear whether MAPDs or D-SNPs significantly 

impact dual eligibles’ adherence to chronic illness medications when compared to 

Medicare FFS. In the future, alternative plan arrangements to Medicare FFS should focus 

on providing dual eligibles services that positively impact medication adherence. 
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Appendix Table 1a: Full regression results for discontinuation and switched statin 
medications in aim 2 (N=28,610) 

 
Discontinuation Switched medicationa 

 

Coeff (Std 
Err) P-value Coeff (Std 

Err) P-value 

     Reassignment decision (ref=accepted 
reassignment) 

    Opted out of reassignment -0.206(0.083) 0.013 -0.603(0.051) <0.001 
Time period (ref=baseline) 

    Follow-up - - - - 
Opted out of reassignment*follow-up - - - - 
Demographic and administrative 
characteristics 

    Sex (ref=Male) 
    Female -0.036(0.044) 0.403 0.045(0.026) 0.083 

Race (ref=Non-Hispanic white) 
    Minority race 0.371(0.041) <0.001 0.147(0.025) <0.001 

Age (ref=65-69) 
    <65 0.049(0.064) 0.446 -0.158(0.038) <0.001 

70+ -0.084(0.06) 0.163 -0.144(0.035) <0.001 
Census region (ref=South) 

    Northeast 0.137(0.068) 0.045 0.084(0.038) 0.025 
Midwest 0.396(0.061) <0.001 0.111(0.035) 0.002 
West 0.136(0.068) 0.045 0.139(0.037) <0.001 

Initial LIS pathway (ref=Deemed) 
    Applied -0.181(0.108) 0.094 -0.127(0.068) 0.063 

Year of reassignment (ref=2007) 
    2008 0.154(0.052) 0.003 0.453(0.031) <0.001 

2009 0.239(0.057) <0.001 1.108(0.035) <0.001 
Baseline statin (ref=Lipitor) 

    Crestor 0.031(0.083) 0.71 -0.38(0.047) <0.001 
Lovastatin -0.267(0.081) 0.001 -1.26(0.05) <0.001 
Other 0.031(0.104) 0.767 1.138(0.05) <0.001 
Pravastatin sodium -0.032(0.095) 0.737 -1.393(0.07) <0.001 
Simvastatin -0.360(0.050) <0.001 -2.316(0.039) <0.001 
Vytorin -0.123(0.075) 0.102 0.143(0.037) <0.001 

Baseline statin subjected to formulary 
restrictions during baseline year (ref=No)b 

    Yes -0.146(0.12) 0.223 -0.894(0.077) <0.001 
Comorbidity burden     Count maintenance medications (per 
medication) -0.005(0.005) 0.331 0.011(0.003) <0.001 

Charlson Comorbidity Index (ref=0) 
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Appendix Table 1a Continued     
1-2 -0.013(0.055) 0.814 0.001(0.033) 0.987 
3+ -0.055(0.062) 0.378 0.033(0.037) 0.377 

Institutionalization (ref=no) 0.246(0.065) <0.001 0.305(0.041) <0.001 

     aAmong LIS recipients who did not discontinue statin therapy during the follow-up period 
(N=27,268).  
bOff-formulary or subject to prior authorization or step therapy.    
Abbreviations: std err=standard error, LIS=low-income subsidy.    
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Appendix Table 1b: Full regression results for brand name statin use and statin 
adherence in aim 2 (N=28,610) 

 

 
Brand name usea Proportion of days 

covereda 

 

Coeff (Std 
Err) 

P-
value 

Coeff (Std 
Err) 

P-
value 

     Reassignment decision (ref=accepted 
reassignment) 

    Opted out of reassignment 0.049(0.136) 0.719 0.005(0.004) 0.204 
Time period (ref=baseline) 

    Follow-up -2.452(0.054) <0.001 -0.028(0.001) <0.001 
Opted out of reassignment*follow-up 0.956(0.169) <0.001 0.013(0.004) 0.002 
Demographic and administrative characteristics 

    Sex (ref=Male) 
    Female -0.002(0.039) 0.967 0.012(0.002) <0.001 

Race (ref=Non-Hispanic white) 
    Minority race -0.058(0.037) 0.123 -0.051(0.002) <0.001 

Age (ref=65-69) 
    <65 0.059(0.059) 0.315 -0.009(0.003) 0.002 

70+ -0.037(0.055) 0.495 0.009(0.003) 0.001 
Census region (ref=South) 

    Northeast 0.037(0.056) 0.509 -0.002(0.003) 0.593 
Midwest -0.021(0.052) 0.688 -0.014(0.003) <0.001 
West -0.041(0.056) 0.465 -0.008(0.003) 0.007 

Initial LIS pathway (ref=Deemed) 
    Applied 0.02(0.104) 0.846 0.033(0.005) <0.001 

Year of reassignment (ref=2007) 
    2008 -0.854(0.048) <0.001 0.002(0.002) 0.285 

2009 -1.706(0.054) <0.001 0.005(0.003) 0.045 
Baseline statin (ref=Lipitor) 

    Crestor 0.549(0.074) <0.001 -0.022(0.004) <0.001 
Lovastatin -7.409(0.138) <0.001 0.008(0.003) 0.025 
Other -0.859(0.07) <0.001 0.01(0.005) 0.057 
Pravastatin sodium -6.635(0.135) <0.001 -0.002(0.005) 0.728 
Simvastatin -7.06(0.074) <0.001 0.007(0.002) 0.001 
Vytorin 0.092(0.056) 0.098 -0.016(0.003) <0.001 

Baseline statin subjected to formulary 
restrictions during baseline year (ref=No)b 

    Yes 0.896(0.134) <0.001 0.006(0.005) 0.261 
Comorbidity burden     Count maintenance medications (per 
medication) 0.014(0.004) 0.002 0.0004(0.0002

) 0.047 
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Appendix Table 1b Continued     
Charlson Comorbidity Index (ref=0) 

    1-2 0.033(0.05) 0.513 -0.002(0.002) 0.419 
3+ -0.009(0.056) 0.877 -0.008(0.003) 0.004 

Institutionalization (ref=no) -0.627(0.063) <0.001 0.009(0.003) 0.004 

     aAmong LIS recipients who did not discontinue statin therapy during the follow-up period (N=27,268). 
bOff-formulary or subject to prior authorization or step therapy.    
Abbreviations: std err=standard error, LIS=low-income subsidy.    
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Appendix Table 2: Adjusted differences in statin use by reassignment decision, 
excluding those who subsequently changed plans during the follow-up period in aim 
2 (N=28,610) 

  
      

Outcome by time period 

Adjusted 
difference 
(baseline)a  

Adjusted 
difference 
(excludes 

subsequent 
choosers)a 

Discontinuation- %a -0.8*  -0.7* 

    Switch medications- %b -7.0*  -6.8* 

    Brand use- %b    
Baseline period 0.1  0.2 
Change across periods 6.8*  6.9* 
Follow-up period 7.0*  7.1* 

    PDC- mean (std dev)b    
Baseline period 0.5  0.4 
Change across periods 1.3*  1.5* 
Follow-up period 1.8*   1.9* 

      aModels additionally controlled for sex, race, age, census region, deemed or applied for LIS, year of reassignment, 
baseline statin, baseline statin subjected to formulary restrictions during baseline year, baseline statin adherence, 
depression, count of maintenance medications, and Charlson Comorbidity Index. 
bAmong LIS recipients who did not discontinue statin therapy in the follow-up period (N=27,628). 
*Statistically significant at p-value <0.05       
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Appendix Table 3a: Full regression results for cost of 30-day statin fill for all payers 
and beneficiary in aim 2 (N=27,268) 

 
All payers Out of pocket 

 

Coeff (Std 
Err) P-value Coeff (Std Err) P-value 

     Reassignment decision (ref=accepted 
reassignment) 

    Opted out of reassignment 0.001(0.013) 0.927 -0.109(-3.12) 0.002 
Time period (ref=baseline) 

    Follow-up -0.398(0.005) <0.001 -0.299(-24.65) <0.001 
Opted out of reassignment*follow-up 0.109(0.017) <0.001 0.167(3.81) <0.001 
Demographic and administrative 
characteristics 

    Sex (ref=Male) 
    Female 0.012(0.006) 0.037 -0.022(-1.36) 0.172 

Race/ethnicity (ref=Non-Hispanic white) 
    Minority race 0.005(0.006) 0.381 -0.013(-0.87) 0.384 

Age (ref=65-69) 
    <65 0.02(0.009) 0.02 -0.061(-2.59) 0.01 

70+ 0.005(0.008) 0.586 -0.01(-0.46) 0.649 
Census region (ref=South) 

    Northeast -0.023(0.009) 0.006 -0.094(-4.1) <0.001 
Midwest -0.01(0.008) 0.226 0.061(2.88) 0.004 
West -0.028(0.009) 0.001 -0.131(-5.64) <0.001 

Initial LIS pathway (ref=Deemed) 
    Applied 0.042(0.016) 0.009 -0.597(-13.79) <0.001 

Year of reassignment (ref=2007) 
    2008 -0.369(0.007) <0.001 -0.294(-16.11) <0.001 

2009 -0.536(0.008) <0.001 -0.19(-9.11) <0.001 
Baseline statin (ref=Lipitor) 

    Crestor -0.052(0.012) <0.001 0.021(0.65) 0.518 
Lovastatin -1.246(0.011) <0.001 -1.096(-38.58) <0.001 
Other -0.085(0.015) <0.001 -0.089(-2.18) 0.029 
Pravastatin sodium -0.942(0.014) <0.001 -0.833(-22.25) <0.001 
Simvastatin -1.082(0.007) <0.001 -1.018(-56.33) <0.001 
Vytorin -0.114(0.01) <0.001 0.038(1.34) 0.179 

Baseline statin subjected to formulary 
restrictions during baseline year 
(ref=No)a 

    Yes -0.198(0.015) <0.001 -0.126(-3.06) 0.002 
Comorbidity burden     
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Appendix Table 3a Continued     
Count maintenance medications (per 

medication) 0.008(0.001) <0.001 -0.014(-7.86) <0.001 

Charlson Comorbidity Index (ref=0) 
    2-Jan 0.012(0.008) 0.115 -0.003(-0.14) 0.886 

3+ 0.008(0.008) 0.363 0.033(1.46) 0.143 
Institutionalization (ref=no) 0.185(0.009) <0.001 -1.328(-54.69) <0.001 

     aOff-formulary or subject to prior authorization or step therapy. 
Abbreviations: std err=standard error, LIS=low-income subsidy. 
Abbreviations: std err=standard error, LIS=low-income subsidy.	
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Appendix Table 3b: Full regression results for cost of 30-day statin fill for Medicare 
and Part D plans in aim 2 (N=27,268) 

 
Medicare Part D plan 

 

Coeff (Std 
Err) P-value Coeff (Std Err) P-value 

     Reassignment decision (ref=accepted 
reassignment) 

    Opted out of reassignment -0.01(0.018) 0.592 0.02(0.017) 0.233 
Time period (ref=baseline) 

    Follow-up -0.406(0.006) <0.001 -0.399(0.006) <0.001 
Opted out of reassignment*follow-up 0.099(0.023) <0.001 0.126(0.021) <0.001 
Demographic and administrative 
characteristics 

    Sex (ref=Male) 
    Female -0.007(0.008) 0.41 0.03(0.008) <0.001 

Race/ethnicity (ref=Non-Hispanic white) 
    Minority race 0.015(0.008) 0.061 -0.005(0.008) 0.544 

Age (ref=65-69) 
    <65 -0.014(0.012) 0.267 0.062(0.012) <0.001 

70+ 0.013(0.011) 0.257 -0.007(0.011) 0.501 
Census region (ref=South) 

    Northeast -0.028(0.012) 0.018 -0.013(0.011) 0.262 
Midwest -0.028(0.011) 0.011 0.001(0.01) 0.93 
West -0.017(0.012) 0.161 -0.037(0.011) 0.001 

Initial LIS pathway (ref=Deemed) 
    Applied 0.145(0.022) <0.001 0.007(0.021) 0.725 

Year of reassignment (ref=2007) 
    2008 -0.372(0.009) <0.001 -0.389(0.009) <0.001 

2009 -0.504(0.011) <0.001 -0.576(0.01) <0.001 
Baseline statin (ref=Lipitor) 

    Crestor -0.091(0.017) <0.001 -0.015(0.016) 0.34 
Lovastatin -1.549(0.015) <0.001 -0.992(0.014) <0.001 
Other -0.04(0.021) 0.06 -0.136(0.02) <0.001 
Pravastatin sodium -1.127(0.019) <0.001 -0.777(0.018) <0.001 
Simvastatin -1.325(0.009) <0.001 -0.873(0.009) <0.001 
Vytorin -0.135(0.015) <0.001 -0.097(0.014) <0.001 

Baseline statin subjected to formulary 
restrictions during baseline year 
(ref=No)a 

    Yes -0.123(0.021) <0.001 -0.302(0.02) <0.001 
Comorbidity burden     Count maintenance medications (per 
medication) 0.01(0.001) <0.001 0.0094(0.0009) <0.001 
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Appendix Table 3b Continued     
Charlson Comorbidity Index (ref=0) 

    2-Jan 0.052(0.011) <0.001 -0.024(0.01) 0.015 
3+ 0.053(0.012) <0.001 -0.033(0.011) 0.003 

Institutionalization (ref=no) 0.243(0.013) <0.001 0.181(0.012) <0.001 

     aOff-formulary or subject to prior authorization or step therapy. 
Abbreviations: std err=standard error, LIS=low-income subsidy. 
Abbreviations: std err=standard error, LIS=low-income subsidy.	
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Appendix Table 4: Complete results for statin regressions in aim 3 (N=92,288) 

      Coefficient (95% CI) 

 

Discontinuation at 
beginning of follow-

up 

Days to first fill during 
follow-upa Statin PDCa 

Enrollment group 
(ref=FFS-continuous) 

   MAPD-continuous 0.037 (-0.161,0.235) -0.021 (-0.103,0.061) 0.0001 (-0.005,0.005) 
D-SNP-continuous -0.318 (-0.574,-0.062) 0.12 (0.031,0.209) -0.008 (-0.013,-0.003) 
MAPD-switch 0.94 (0.579,1.301) 0.572 (0.345,0.798) -0.004 (-0.017,0.009) 
D-SNP-switch 0.942 (0.727,1.158) 0.586 (0.449,0.723) -0.019 (-0.027,-0.011) 

Time period  
(ref=baseline) 

   Follow-up - - -0.03 (-0.032,-0.029) 
Enrollment group*time 
period 

   MAPD-
continuous*follow-up - - 0.007 (0.002,0.012) 

D-SNP-
continuous*follow-up - - 0.001 (-0.006,0.005) 

MAPD-switch*follow-
up - - 0.01 (-0.005,0.025) 

D-SNP-switch*follow-
up - - 0.009 (-0.001,0.018) 

Sex (ref=male) 
   Female -0.006 (-0.115,0.103) -0.09 (-0.134,-0.047) 0.011 (0.009,0.013) 

Race/ethnicity (ref=non-
Hispanic white) 

   Minority  0.312 (0.209,0.415) 0.575 (0.532,0.618) -0.049 (-0.051,-0.047) 
Age (ref=65-69) 

   <65  0.083 (-0.066,0.233) 0.101 (0.04,0.162) -0.005 (-0.008,-0.002) 
70+ -0.028 (-0.168,0.111) -0.107 (-0.164,-0.051) 0.009 (0.006,0.012) 

Census region 
(ref=northeast) 

   Midwest 0.058 (-0.114,0.231) 0.046 (-0.017,0.108) 0.0005 (-0.003,0.003) 
South 0.209 (0.054,0.363) 0.124 (0.067,0.181) -0.015 (-0.018,-0.012) 
West 0.446 (0.28,0.612) 0.231 (0.165,0.297) -0.004 (-0.008,-0.001) 

Type of dual eligibility 
(ref=partial) 

   Full 0.096 (-0.031,0.222) 0.259 (0.207,0.311) -0.011 (-0.014,-0.009) 
Months b/w Jan 2006 & 
index month (per 
additional month) 

-0.006 (-0.013,0.001) -0.004 (-0.007,-0.002) 0.001 (0.0001,0.001) 

Count maintenance 
medications (per 
additional medication) 

-0.01 (-0.021,0.001) -0.015 (-0.019,-0.011) 0.00001 (-
0.0002,0.00021) 

    Abbreviations: PDC=Proportion of days covered, D-SNP=Dual eligible Special Needs Plans, PDP= 
stand-alone prescription drug plan, MAPD= Medicare Advantage prescription drug plan. 
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Appendix Table 4 Continued 
aRestricted to individuals who did not discontinue statin therapy at beginning of follow-up (N=90,691). 
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Appendix Table 5: Complete results for ACEI/ARB regressions in aim 3 
(N=102,778) 

  Coefficient (95% CI) 

 

Discontinuation at 
beginning of follow-up 

Days to first fill during 
follow-upa ACEI/ARB PDCa 

Enrollment group 
(ref=FFS-continuous) 

   MAPD-continuous -0.154 (-0.348,0.039) 0.075 (-0.009,0.158) 0.002 (-0.002,0.006) 
D-SNP-continuous -0.107 (-0.321,0.106) 0.032 (-0.062,0.126) -0.005 (-0.01,0.0002) 
MAPD-switch 0.996 (0.68,1.313) 0.598 (0.364,0.831) -0.01 (-0.022,0.003) 
D-SNP-switch 0.834 (0.624,1.044) 0.553 (0.409,0.697) -0.013 (-0.021,-0.006) 

Time period  
(ref=baseline) 

   Follow-up - - -0.036 (-0.037,-0.034) 
Enrollment group*time 
period 

   MAPD-
continuous*follow-up - - 0.009 (0.004,0.014) 

D-SNP-
continuous*follow-up - - 0.011 (-0.004,0.025) 

MAPD-
switch*follow-up - - 0.014 (0.006,0.023) 

D-SNP-
switch*follow-up - - 0.003 (-0.003,0.009) 

Sex (ref=male) 
   Female 0.201 (0.105,0.298) 0.062 (0.015,0.109) -0.002 (-0.004,-0.0004) 

Race(ref=non-Hispanic 
white) 

   Minority  0.101 (0.01,0.193) 0.459 (0.415,0.503) -0.034 (-0.036,-0.032) 
Age (ref=65-69) 

   <65  0.069 (-0.07,0.209) 0.157 (0.091,0.223) -0.015 (-0.017,-0.012) 
70+ 0.046 (-0.083,0.176) -0.184 (-0.244,-0.124) 0.003 (0.001,0.006) 

Census region 
(ref=northeast) 

   Midwest -0.074 (-0.22,0.072) 0.091 (0.025,0.158) 0.003 (-0.0003,0.005) 
South 0.019 (-0.108,0.146) 0.203 (0.144,0.262) -0.01 (-0.013,-0.008) 
West 0.112 (-0.032,0.256) 0.272 (0.203,0.34) -0.002 (-0.005,0.001) 

Type of dual eligibility 
(ref=partial) 

   Full 0.033 (-0.08,0.146) 0.124 (0.07,0.177) -0.003 (-0.006,-0.001) 
Months b/w Jan 2006 & 
index month (per 
additional month) 

-0.003 (-0.009,0.003) -0.003 (-0.006,0.00003) 0.0004 (0.0003,0.001) 

Count maintenance 
medications (per 
additional medication) 

0.022 (0.013,0.031) -0.007 (-0.011,-0.003) -0.001 (-0.001,-0.0003) 

    Abbreviations: PDC=Proportion of days covered, D-SNP=Dual eligible Special Needs Plans, PDP= 
stand-alone prescription drug plan, MAPD= Medicare Advantage prescription drug plan. 
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Appendix Table 5 Continued 
aRestricted to individuals who did not discontinue ACEI/ARB therapy at beginning of follow-up 
(N=100,727). 
aRestricted to individuals who did not discontinue statin therapy at beginning 
of follow-up (N=90,691). 
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Appendix 6: Technical appendix to difference-in-differences (DID) statistical 
analyses of aims 2 and 3 

 One main concern is that the treatment effect of a difference-in-differences (DID) 

model does not necessarily equal the cross-partial derivative of the time period and the 

main independent variables when the model does not have a linear specification. To 

evaluate the robustness of our DID aims 2 and 3 findings to model specification and 

derivation of the treatment effect; we estimated several additional linear and non-linear 

models for each outcome and compared these results with the results of the baseline 

analysis.  

 

Aim 2- Brand name statin use 

 We estimated two additional regressions to the average marginal effects calculated 

from the baseline GEE logistic regression: (1) linear probability model with robust and 

clustered standard errors and (2) linear probability model with block bootstrapped 

standard errors (1000 replications).  

 
Brand name use (in %) 

 
Coef or AME/Std Err/p-value 

 
Baseline period 

Across time 
periods Follow-up period 

GEE w/ logit link and 
binomial dist 0.14/0.09/0.115 6.81/0.67/<0.001 6.96/0.66/<0.001 

LPM w/ robust and 
clustered std err 0.40/0.19/0.036 6.89/0.70/<0.001 7.29/0.66/<0.001 

LPM w/ block 
bootstrapped std err 
(1000 reps) 

0.40/0.22/0.024 6.89/0.74/<0.001 7.29/0.75/<0.001 
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Statin PDC 

 We estimated three additional regressions to the baseline GEE regression with an 

identity link and normal distributed errors: (1) average marginal effects calculated from 

GEE model with a log link and binomial distributed errors, (2) OLS with robust and 

individual-level clustered standard errors, (3) OLS with block bootstrapped standard 

errors (1000 replications).  

 
Statin PDC (in %) 

 
Coef or AME/Std Err/p-value 

GEE w/ identity link and 
normal dist 0.50/0.40/0.204 1.28/0.41/0.002 1.78/0.40/<0.001 

GEE w/ log link and 
binomial dist 0.57/0.32/0.074 1.22/0.37/0.001 1.78/0.38/<0.001 

OLS w/ robust and 
clustered std err 0.50/0.34/0.138 1.28/0.38/0.001 1.78/0.40/<0.001 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err 
(1000 reps) 

0.50/0.33/0.132 1.28/0.38/0.001 1.78/0.38/<0.001 

 

 

Aim 2- 30-day statin fill cost all payers, beneficiary, Medicare, and Part D plan 

 For each payer type, we estimated two additional regressions to the baseline GEE 

regression with an log link and gamma distributed errors: (1) OLS with robust and 

individual-level clustered standard errors, (2) OLS with block bootstrapped standard 

errors (1000 replications).  

 
Cost 30-day statin fill, all payers (in $) 

 
Coef or AME/Std Err/p-value 

GEE w/ log link and 
gamma dist 0.10/1.06/0.927 6.07/1.21/<0.001 6.17/0.79/<0.001 

OLS w/ robust and 
clustered std err 0.55/0.71/0.433 6.27/0.83/<0.001 6.83/0.61/<0.001 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err (1000 
reps) 

0.55/0.59/0.352 6.27/0.86/<0.001 6.83/0.62/<0.001 
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Cost 30-day statin fill, out of pocket (in $) 

 
Coef or AME/Std Err/p-value 

GEE w/ log link and 
gamma dist -0.19/0.06/0.001 0.27/0.07/<0.001 0.08/0.05/0.110 

OLS w/ robust and 
clustered std err -0.09/0.03/0.002 0.12/0.03/<0.001 0.03/0.03/0.356 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err (1000 
reps) 

-0.09/0.03/0.001 0.12/0.03/<0.001 0.03/0.04/0.410 

    
 

Cost 30-day statin fill, Medicare (in $) 

 
Coef or AME/Std Err/p-value 

GEE w/ log link and 
gamma dist -0.38/0.71/0.591 2.82/0.79/<0.001 2.44/0.52/<0.001 

OLS w/ robust and 
clustered std err -0.52/0.48/0.283 2.48/0.53/<0.001 1.96/0.37/<0.001 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err (1000 
reps) 

-0.52/0.52/0.320 2.48/0.57/<0.001 1.96/0.40/<0.001 

    
 

Cost 30-day statin fill, Part D plan (in $) 

 
Coef or AME/Std Err/p-value 

GEE w/ log link and 
gamma dist 0.78/0.66/0.237 3.23/0.72/<0.001 4.01/0.50/<0.001 

OLS w/ robust and 
clustered std err 1.16/0.54/0.032 3.67/0.57/<0.001 4.83/0.46/<0.001 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err (1000 
reps) 

1.16/0.58/0.044 3.67/0.62/<0.001 4.83/0.46/<0.001 

 

 

Aim 3- Statin PDC (ACEI/ARB additional analyses were not performed) 

 We estimated three additional regressions to the baseline GEE regression with an 

identity link and normal distributed errors: (1) average marginal effects calculated from 

GEE model with a log link and binomial distributed errors, (2) OLS with robust and 

individual-level clustered standard errors, (3) OLS with block bootstrapped standard 

errors (1000 replications).  

 
Statin PDC (in %) 
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Coef or AME/Std Err/p-value 

 
Baseline period 

Across time 
periods Follow-up period 

 
Coef/AME Coef/AME Coef/AME 

MAPD-continuous vs 
FFS-continuous       

GEE w/ identity 
link and normal dist 0.01/0.24/0.959 0.71/0.26/0.007 0.72/0.23/0.003 

GEE w/ log link 
and binomial dist <0.01/0.20/0.983 0.83/0.25/0.001 0.83/0.25/0.001 

OLS w/ robust and 
clustered std err <0.01/0.21/0.953 0.71/0.26/0.006 0.72/0.26/0.006 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err 
(1000 reps) 

<0.01/0.2/0.952 0.71/0.25/0.005 0.72/0.26/0.005 

    D-SNP-continuous vs 
FFS-continuous    

GEE w/ identity 
link and normal dist -0.79/0.26/0.003 -0.15/0.3/0.606 -

0.94/0.26/<0.001 
GEE w/ log link 

and binomial dist -0.65/0.22/0.003 -0.1/0.29/0.7238 -0.75/0.29/0.010 

OLS w/ robust and 
clustered std err -0.79/0.23/0.001 -0.15/0.29/0.604 -0.94/0.30/0.002 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err 
(1000 reps) 

-0.79/0.23/0.001 -0.15/0.29/0.601 -0.94/0.23/0.001 

    MAPD-switch vs 
FFS-continuous    

GEE w/ identity 
link and normal dist -0.42/0.68/0.536 1.04/0.77/0.174 0.62/0.68/0.358 

GEE w/ log link 
and binomial dist -0.28/0.57/0.621 0.97/0.71/0.170 0.69/0.74/0.354 

OLS w/ robust and 
clustered std err -0.42/0.61/0.489 1.04/0.72/0.150 0.62/0.75/0.409 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err 
(1000 reps) 

-0.42/0.67/0.693 1.04/0.74/0.159 0.62/0.77/0.416 

    D-SNP-switch vs 
FFS-continuous    

GEE w/ identity 
link and normal dist -1.87/0.41/<0.001 0.85/0.46/0.066 -1.02/0.41/0.013 

GEE w/ log link -1.81/0.40/<0.001 0.82/0.48/0.090 -0.99/0.48/0.039 
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and binomial dist 
OLS w/ robust and 

clustered std err -1.87/0.40/<0.001 0.85/0.49/0.082 -1.02/0.48/0.035 

OLS w/ block 
bootstrapped std err 
(1000 reps) 

-1.87/0.40/<0.001 0.85/0.51/0.093 -1.02/0.49/0.037 

 

In summary, the results of the baseline DID analysis for each outcome in aims 2 and 3 
were similar to the results obtained from the alternative model specifications and 
calculations of the treatment effects. 
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